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To increase financial literacy in 
9;%)A%'G&::-&92*/%&H40/#)&

,'#*(42*&%&'%*/#&3?#C&./1/).&
0/,3&D#'&A/.'%)03&%)*&'('%"&
4#AA()/0/23I&:;&:1"8';"&

<4,'.7$54=,".5'>.1"#'#"517#'76'?&"#8"%'
has a significant internal migrant 
@7@$0"517#A'B5.'()*C'D7@$0"517#'"#2'
E7$.1#3'F,#.$.',.518"5,2'54"5'54,%,'
-,%,'87%,'54"#'#1#,'810017#'1#5,%#"0'
813%"#5.'G',H$1I"0,#5'57'"087.5'()J'76'
54,'@7@$0"517#'G'-154'@,7@0,'87I1#3'
from the countryside to major cities for 
work as the economy shifts from 
agriculture to industry. Myanmar still 
has a large rural population; Unesco 
2"5"'.47-.'54"5'KLJ'76'@,7@0,'01I,'1#'
the countryside. 
<7'4,0@'813%"#5.'"#2'%$%"0'

communities, the BBC’s international 
development charity, BBC Media Action, 
ran a project that aimed to educate 
people about financial management. 
The project was funded by the 
Livelihoods and Food Security Fund, 
with the objective of addressing issues 
"%7$#2'813%"517#/'-7%M'"#2'87#,&A'

The charity decided to create a radio 
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8"3"N1#,'.47-/'!"#$%#&$!"''O()*"'+,$
-./"'/'$0"1/',), to educate migrants 
and rural communities about finance, 
having identified it as an issue among 
9754'3%7$@.A'
P$##1#3'54%7$347$5'()*Q'"#2'()*R/'

the programme was broadcast weekly 
on the national broadcaster, Myanmar 
Radio, and a community radio station in 
Thailand that reaches migrants from 
?&"#8"%A'B#'()*S/'54,'@%73%"88,'
switched to television, where it ran for 
11 episodes and was accompanied by a 
campaign on Facebook.

To inform the content of the show 
before its launch, the research team 
conducted focus groups with migrants 
in the city of Yangon, and communities 
1#'54,'T,05"'"#2'T%&'U7#,'%,317#.'"#2'
V4"#'.5"5,/'57'0,"%#'"97$5'54,1%'
experiences, knowledge and current 
practices of financial management 
"#2'813%"517#/'"#2'57'$#2,%.5"#2'
-4,%,'3"@.',W1.5,2A'<41.'67%8"51I,'
qualitative research found there 
-".'01550,'@%17%'M#7-0,23,'"97$5'
87#,&'8"#"3,8,#5'"87#3'%$%"0'"#2'
migrant communities. 

Haung Nyoi, local research manager at 
BBC Media Action, says: “The cycle of 
debt in these communities is often not 
because of a lack of job opportunities, 
but because people are ashamed to let 
754,%.'M#7-'"97$5'54,1%'2,95A'
V78,518,./'@,7@0,'27'#75'077M'67%'
1#67%8"517#A'V78,518,./'@,7@0,'547$345'
15'-".'54,1%'6"5,'57'9,'1#'2,95AX'

BBC Media Action worked with the 
production teams at the two radio 
stations to use the findings of the 
research to develop content for the show, 
with key areas identified and broken 
27-#'9&'.,38,#5'"#2',@1.72,A'<4,'
researchers also pre-tested a pilot 
episode to gauge audience opinion on 
47-'1#67%8"51I,'15'-".'"#2'-4,54,%'
they found it enjoyable.

The team created a character called 
Mr Money to encourage people to engage 
with the show’s content in an amusing 
"#2'013454,"%5,2'-"&A'

“What we heard from the beginning to 
the end of the project, and still now, is 
54"5'54,'8"1#'"@@,"0'76'54,'@%73%"88,'
was the Mr Money character,” says Anna 

&&OO

Colquhoun, international research 
manager at BBC Media Action. “When we 
were travelling around the country, if 
-,'8,#517#,2'54"5'-,'-,%,'54,'
7%3"#1."517#'54"5'8"2,'?%'?7#,&/'-,'
were welcomed.”
<4,'%"217'.47-'%"#'67%'QR',@1.72,.A'

The first phase of the evaluation 
involved qualitative research with 
@,7@0,'-47'4"2'01.5,#,2'"5'478,'"#2'
those who had attended ‘listener clubs’, 
where communities listened to the 
.47-'573,54,%A'T$%1#3'541.'@4".,/'54,'
researchers conducted in-depth 
interviews and focus groups to 
understand the extent to which people’s 
"5515$2,.'7%'9,4"I17$%'"05,%,2A'<4,'
H$"015"51I,'.5$2&'1#I70I,2'CQ'@,7@0,A

The second phase, a quantitative 
survey, had two components: a 
#"517#"00&'%,@%,.,#5"51I,'47$.,4702'
survey comprising 3,000 interviews; 
and an additional 300 interviews 
with people identified as regular 
01.5,#,%./'8,"#1#3'54,&'5$#,2'1#'"5'
least twice a month. It included 
questions on topics such as financial 
8"#"3,8,#5/'54,'.47-'15.,06/'813%"517#/'
and media consumption. 
B#'575"0/'!"#$%#&$!"' had 3.2 million 

01.5,#,%./',H$"51#3'57'"97$5'"'H$"%5,%'76'
radio listeners in the country. Within that 
#$89,%/'*AR'810017#'-,%,'2,,8,2'%,3$0"%'
01.5,#,%.A'<4,'.47-'"0.7'4"2'Q))/)))'
Facebook followers by the end of its run, 
a figure that has since grown to more 
54"#'7#,'810017#A'
<4,',I"0$"517#'67$#2'54"5'%,3$0"%'

01.5,#,%.'-,%,'87%,'M#7-0,23,"90,/'
confident and more likely to be talking 
"97$5'8"#"31#3'54,1%'87#,&'54"#'
#7#=01.5,#,%./'."&.'F70H$47$#A'?7%,'
54"#'4"06'OLQJY'76'%,3$0"%'01.5,#,%.'
%,@7%5,2'54"5'54,&'4"2'5"M,#'.78,'
action to manage their money because 
76'54,'.47-A'

“The actions people on the survey 
01.5,2'-,%,'"087.5',#51%,0&'01#M,2'57'54,'
51@.'31I,#'9&'?%'?7#,&/X'F70H$47$#'
."&./'"221#3'54"5'.78,'76'54,'87.5'
popular tips mentioned by the character 
included “saving with a particular 
objective in mind, saving small cash, 
8"M1#3'47$.,4702'9$23,5./'"#2'8"M1#3'
"'@0"#'9,67%,'&7$'37'57'54,'8"%M,5XA

+32F@<?%@0/9313?/%C3?3N%
● &*AK'518,.'87%,'01M,0&'
54"#'#7#=01.5,#,%.'57'
."&'54,&'-,%,'."I1#3'
%,3$0"%0&'-4,#'
controlling for other 
M,&'I"%1"90,.

● &Twice as likely to say 
they had compared 
1#5,%,.5'%"5,.'9,67%,'
5"M1#3'7$5'"'07"#

●&&*AL'518,.'87%,'01M,0&'
to have discussed 
87#,&'8"55,%.'
with someone close 
57'54,8A

)55090:1<@@IL%O.P%:>%
?32F@<?%@0/9313?/%>3@9%
9830?%=1:C@3523%:>%8:C%
9:%;<1<23%;:13I%8<5%
016?3</35%:43?%983%
D?340:F/%I3<?L%
6:;D<?35%C098%QOP%:>%
1:1K@0/9313?/R

The show recently resurrected the Mr 
Money character during Covid-19, to 
discuss migration, workers’ rights and 
pandemic preparations. 

“The reason Mr Money was successful 
was because of his plain-speaking 
language,” says Colquhoun. “He was 
,#5,%5"1#1#3'"#2'4,'3"I,'@,7@0,'51@.'54"5'
-,%,'%,"00&',".&'57'27A'<47.,'."8,'
principles were then brought into how to 
approach Covid-19. All the tips he gave 
-,%,',".&'57'18@0,8,#5'".'"#'1#21I12$"0'
"#2'".'"'47$.,4702A

“It was an antidote to the more serious 
1#67%8"517#'54,&'-,%,'4,"%1#3'6%78'54,'
government or from other sources, 
which perhaps didn’t engage them in the 
."8,'-"&AX'
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played out across the country. We always 
".M'"'.,%1,.'76'H$,.517#.'"97$5'I75,'
history, interest in the election, and 
people’s intention to vote. We then '
use that information to score each '
%,.@7#2,#5'7#'54,1%'01M,014772'76''
voting, charting the probability of each 
candidate winning when turnout and '
vote share changed. 

We also asked how people planned 
57'I75,/'1#'"221517#'57'7$%'$.$"0'.,%1,.'76'
likely voter questions. We then compared 
that with information from places such as 
Ballotpedia, or the various secretaries of 
state, on how ballots were counted early, 
and compared that with the results we got 
6%78'7$%'@700.A'

By no means was this a silver-bullet 
solution. Every state counts votes at 
different times and does so differently. 
We expected lots of lawsuits over what 
votes would or would not count. This is 
largely beyond the scope of what 
pollsters can price into their likely voter 
872,0.A'<7'54,'9,.5'76'7$%'"91015&/'-,'
tried to check our results against the 
most readily available public sources, but 
these are imperfect tools that are subject 
to change.

Those adjustments gave us a fuller 
picture of how people were feeling about 
I751#3/'-4,54,%'54,&'-,%,'67007-1#3'54,'
election, and how they planned to cast 
54,1%'I75,A'

It was a daunting challenge to put all the 
pieces together and make it work. After the 
2016 election, we re-evaluated how we 
conducted our election research, choosing 
this year to poll up until election day, 
#"517#"00&'"#2'1#'.1W'M,&'9"550,3%7$#2'
states, and using many different modes of 
research outside of polling to paint a fuller 
picture of where the country stands.

With 2020 resulting in a narrow victory 
for Joe Biden in the electoral college, what 
the polls and the vote count can agree on 
1.'54"5'54,'ZV'1.'"'21I12,2'#"517#A

&-?'/3&@%4J3#)&/3&32)/#'&1/42+,'23/*2)0&
%)*&"2%*&D#'&,($"/4&,#""/).&%0&>,3#3&K<

States of flux
7?2&LMLM&K<&,'23/*2)0/%"&2"240/#)&0##J&,"%42&%.%/)30&
0?2&$%4J*'#,&#D&%&."#$%"&,%)*2A/4I&Chris Jackson&
3?%'23&3#A2&#D&0?2&,#""/).&4?%""2).23&

During the best of times, election polling 
is fundamentally challenging. The act of 
".M1#3'@,7@0,'-47'54,&'8"&'.$@@7%5'
relies on them predicting their future 
behaviour, something research indicates 
@,7@0,'"%,'#757%17$.0&'9"2'"5'271#3A'
Even for the quickest, highest-quality poll, 
time moves, circumstances change, and 
support for candidates can shift. So, 
pollsters poll a lot to try to capture this 
movement throughout an election cycle. 

In the US, presidential elections are 
increasingly decided by a few thousand 
votes as the public has become locked 
into their party of choice. Low turnout 
or variations in how ballots get counted 
can be the difference between winning 
and losing. The 2020 election amplified 
54,.,'1..$,.A'
>'016,="05,%1#3/'2,"20&'3079"0'4,"054'

crisis during a highly contentious 
presidential election magnified the 
known challenges of electoral polling, 
while pandemic-specific problems threw 
us more curveballs. Not only did we 
have to consider the usual questions, 
such as who is going to vote – as we do 
every election cycle – but we also had to 
"2"@5'7$%'541#M1#3'"%7$#2'47-/'"#2'
-4,#/'@,7@0,'-7$02'I75,A
<4,%,'"%,'54%,,'541#3.'54"5'8"2,'ZV'

presidential polling particularly 
challenging in 2020: there was no 
playbook for voting during a pandemic; 
-,'-,%,'01I1#3'54%7$34'"'I70"510,'518,['"#2'
there were many disturbances to voting 
and vote counting that made it difficult to 
H$"#516&'47-'I751#3'-7$02'@0"&'7$5A

To begin with, we were largely going off 
script, as there was no past data to gauge 
how a pandemic impacts turnout in an 
election. This meant there was no widely 
accepted way to cross-check any of the 
"..$8@517#.'-,'8"2,'"97$5'I75,%.'$#2,%'
these unique conditions. 

We worked around this by employing 
a multi-modal approach to research. We 
ran national surveys twice a week on our 
opt-in panel and tracked six swing states 
weekly, from mid-September until election 
day. To calibrate our weighting and 
,#.$%,'7$%'7@5=1#'."8@0,'-".'
%,@%,.,#5"51I,'76'9754'54,'@7@$0"517#'
and the likely electorate, we ran surveys 
7#'7$%'@%79"91015&=9".,2'@"#,0/'"#2'
compared findings at the beginning and 
end of the research period. 
D7001#3'6%,H$,#50&'.,%I,2'5-7'@$%@7.,.A'

First, it acted as a thorough way of 
checking the quality of the information 
we were receiving. Second, so much of 
our world has changed over the past year, 
.7'54,%,'-".'"'4134,%'@75,#51"0'67%'
volatility among voters. What we saw, 
547$34/'-".'54"5'@"%51."#.41@'0"%3,0&'
held behaviour and attitudes constant 
throughout this cycle. 

($)*$+,%",-)./
>.'"'%,.$05'76'@7001#3'"5'"'4134'I70$8,/'-,'
-,%,'1#151"00&'-7%%1,2'54"5/'-154'"00'54"5'
-".'371#3'7#/'@,7@0,'8"&'#75'-"#5'57'G'7%'
be able to – focus on a poll. The quantity 
76'@7001#3'"#2'54,'5$%8710'.7'8"#&'@,7@0,'
were experiencing in their day-to-day lives 
could have been the perfect storm for 
%,.@7#2,#5'6"513$,A

At the beginning of the pandemic, 
surprisingly, we saw an uptick in online 
.$%I,&'%,.@7#.,'%"5,./'".'@,7@0,'-,%,'
tied to their screens at home. We also 
benefited from having a robust online 
polling infrastructure to ensure polling 
-".'#75'371#3'57'54,'."8,'@,7@0,'-,,M'
after week. The cadence of our polling 
541.'.,".7#'"007-,2'$.'57'M,,@'@700.'.47%5A'
+7'.$%I,&'577M'07#3,%'54"#'*)'81#$5,.'
to complete. 

We tweaked our likely voter questions to 
reflect the messy reality of how voting 
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Toronto-headquartered packaged-meats 
producer Maple Leaf Foods declared its 
carbon neutrality in November 2019. 
?"@0,':,"6'-"#5,2'57',#.$%,''F"#"21"#'
consumers understood the importance of 
this step and to fi nd out how best to 
convey its carbon-neutral message. 

It designed a research programme with 
Research Strategy Group to understand 
how much Canadians knew about 
carbon neutrality and how the topic 
should be communicated to best engage 
consumer interest.

The initial research phase combined 
ethnography with behavioural science to 
explore people’s views and values 
regarding carbon neutrality. This involved 
(*'1#=478,',54#73%"@41,.'1#'67$%'
Canadian cities – Montreal, Toronto, 
Calgary and Vancouver. Respondents were 
purchasers and consumers of pre-
packaged meats and/or deli meats, and 
4"2'"'I"%1,5&'76'I1,-.'"#2'"-"%,#,..'76'
sustainability and climate change.

These approaches allowed Maple Leaf 
to paint a picture of what carbon 
#,$5%"015&'8,"#.'57'@,7@0,'"#2'57'
understand the factors that may 
impact people’s purchase decisions for 
protein products. 

The qualitative research uncovered 
seven cognitive biases that drive 
consumer understanding of 
environmentalism and carbon neutrality: 
01%Diff usion of responsibility and 
confi rmation bias – most respondents felt 
54"5'54,'9$0M'76'54,'%,.@7#.191015&'57'
combat climate change should be taken 
on by large companies, but, at the same 
time, they wanted to contribute to eff orts.
'1%:,I,%"3,'54,'.5"5$.'H$7'57'9$102'
5%$.5'G'5%$.5'1#'?"@0,':,"6'\772.'".'"'
brand could be leveraged for more 
abstract concepts, such as sustainability.

&1%Visualise the diff erence – consumers 
can have a diff icult time understanding 
carbon neutrality because it is an 
abstract concept.
21%In-group bias and reciprocity – for many 
consumers, sustainability means giving 
back to the local economy.
31%Delay discounting – convenience and 
cost oft en trump potential future 
%,-"%2.'54"5'81345'.5,8'6%78'8"M1#3'
sustainable choices.
41%The halo eff ect and leveraging 
emotional salience – sustainability, animal 
-,06"%,'"#2'6772'6%,.4#,..'"%,'
interconnected in consumers’ minds.
51%Wilful ignorance – consumers do not 
want full transparency into meat 
manufacturing processes, but want to 
know how large companies will tackle 
carbon neutrality.

?"@0,':,"6'\772.'54,#'2,I,07@,2'"'.,5'
of corporate messages, on-pack claims 
and logos. Each cognitive bias/theme 
identifi ed had several messages and 
claims built to resonate with this bias, and 
54,.,'-,%,'5,.5,2'H$"#515"51I,0&A

The quantitative phase was conducted 

via a national online survey across 
two cells: cell one determined the 
most eff ective corporate messaging , 
and cell two  the most eff ective on-
pack claims. There were 2,055 
respondents across the two cells 
and they included a nationally 
representative sample of primary grocery 
.47@@,%./'"3,2'*R'7%'702,%/'-47'4"2'
purchased meat products in the past 
54%,,'87#54.A'

At the core of the quantitative design 
was discrete choice modelling, which 
identifi es how consumer groups will 
respond to various combinations of 
messaging statements. In cell one, 
respondents considered message 
combinations and made choices based on 
their preference. This provided a 
comparison of the individual strength of 
each message. 

The second cell was focused on 
determining which packaging claims and 
logos would drive increased purchasing 
1#5,%,.5'1#'54,'?"@0,':,"6'9%"#2.A'

The research is being used to underpin 
all carbon-neutrality communications , 
with an integrated communications and 
multimedia advertising campaign building 
 awareness for the company’s carbon-
#,$5%"0'.5"5$.A'<4,'9%"#2'1.'@0"##1#3'87%,'
initiatives and has developed carbon-
neutral-related content tracks to support 
sustainability-focused conversations. 

Aft er the campaign launch, searches for 
‘carbon neutrality’ peaked in Canada. The 
campaign also resulted in 50% of viewers 
for its online advertisements watching the 
"2.'1#'54,1%',#51%,5&A'

&8%'"2)2&9%4*#)%"*&/3&32)/#'&*/'240#'G&
4#)3(A2'&/)3/.?03G&%0&9%,"2&52%D&N##*3G&
%)*&HA;&O)#C"23&/3&32)/#'&1/42+
,'23/*2)0&%0&=232%'4?&<0'%02.;&!'#(,&

9%,"2&52%D&N##*3&(32*&$2?%1/#('%"&34/2)42&0#&*202'A/)2&
?#C&0#&4#AA()/4%02&4%'$#)&4'2*2)0/%"3&0#&4(30#A2'3I&
:;&Darlene Macdonald&%)*&>8&';#7-0,.

"F/9<01<H@3%6:143?/<90:1/

67)8+#9,#)$%:;<%
+98.:,$%+=:;7$>%
●&&Agriculture accounts for 
"@@%7W18"5,0&'(LJ'76'575"0'
3%,,#47$.,'3".',81..17#.'
(Our World in Data)

●&&Meat and dairy production 
accounts for 18% of global 
carbon emissions (Food 
and Agriculture 
]%3"#1'N"517#'76'54,'
Z#15,2'+"517#.Y
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Covid-19 has impacted research in many 
ways,  not least face-to-face qualitative 
studies. Basis was conducting digital 
research in many parts of the world before 
March 2020, but less so in developing 
markets. The challenges are diff erent: 
connectivity, the aff luence skew, and levels 
of digital and basic literacy. 

Nigeria is hugely complex and oft en 
@77%0&'$#2,%.5772'A'B#'@"%5.'76'#7%54,%#'
Nigeria, it’s not unusual for women to 
spend much of their time at home, for 
safety or cultural  reasons; we hadn’t been 
allowed to travel there for face-to-face 
fi eldwork by insurers previously. We kn ow 
the impact of Covid-19 on women’s daily 
lives worldwide is typically greater than for 
8,#''G'"#2/'1#'+13,%1"/'-,'4&@754,.1.,2'541.'
may be more acute. 

We began a digital-only study with 
women across Nigeria, focused on their 
daily lives post-pandemic and women’s 
roles and social norms. We ran two project 
stages on WhatsApp with 34 women – 
starting with a diverse group across the 
country, then a smaller set in northern 
Nigeria. We ran multiple group tasks: chat 
around moderated topics; a lockdown log; 
"#2'@4757'"#2'I12,7'$@07"2.A'

We heard about women’s place in 
Nigerian society. They told us about 
lockdown-related fears of starvation and 
crime, and the impact of the pandemic on 
their ability to sell goods in a landscape 
where social norms restrict what women 
can do in formal employment. 

Participation in the research exceeded 
our expectations.  Women were already 
using WhatsApp for commercial and social 
purposes, so they were actively engaged. 
<4,&'-,%,'47#,.5'"#2'7@,#'G'54,&'5&@,2'
with emojis, and shared pictures and jokes. 
This level of contribution surprised us 
1#151"00&/'9$5/''54,#/'8"#&'76'$.'.4"%,'
information about our lives on WhatsApp. 

This is where   its dynamic  is so useful for 
qualitative research;  people are at ease. 

?:@8.8"8;7%A=:,"6BB%
*-)%)$"$:)+=>
●  We spoke to respondents in groups, 
"0547$34'-,'"007-,2'@%1I"5,'8,.."3,.'
too. The former worked better because 
it felt like a ‘normal’ group chat, where 
there’s never too much pressure  but 
everyone is welcome to speak

●  Even with conversation in English, we 
needed a moderator with local 
experience to know when to stop asking 
H$,.517#./'-4,#'57'@$.4'67%'87%,/'"#2'57'
%,@0&'1#'E"$."'"5'518,.'

●''V,06=.475'I12,7.'5702'$.'"'810017#'541#3.'
very quickly about participants’ 
environment and daily life. A Google 
Images collage task  told us nothing 
because everyone drew from the same 
bank of pictures

●  A two-phase process was invaluable. It 

helped us re focus on  the really 
interesting material  at the second stage.

We can overcome data aff ordability as a 
barrier  with incentives, but we can’t give 
smartphones to those who don’t own them 
and expect intuitive contribution. This is 
not a way to reach the digitally excluded, 
54,'702,%'7%'87%,'%$%"0A'

WhatsApp is encrypted and secure, but 
4121#3'&7$%'#$89,%''1#'"'3%7$@'1.'
18@7..190,A'<4,%,'"%,'-"&.'"%7$#2'541./'
 such as broadcast or business mode, if we 
-"#5,2'@,7@0,'57'%,.@7#2'1#21I12$"00&'G'
9$5'541.'-7$02'07.,'"'075'76'54,'3%7$@'
experience. We ensured respondents 
were aware of th is in advance, and it 
wasn’t a problem, but elsewhere it could 
4"I,'9,,#A'

For the right project, WhatsApp works 
-,00'".'"'H$"015"51I,'@0"567%8A''B#'"221517#'
to digital-only projects, we’d use it as a 
framework for capturing user-generated 
content alongside face -to -face. Given the 
right objectives, it’s a powerful tool . 

&-?%'"#002&<A/0?&/3&."#$%"&?2%*&#D&
P(%"/0%0/12&%0&:%3/3

=232%'4?&D'#A&:%3/3&(32*&Q?%03H,,&0#&%44233&?%'*+0#+
'2%4?&4#AA()/0/23&%)*&2R,"#'2&6/.2'/%)&C#A2)S3&
2R,2'/2)423&#D&0?2&,%)*2A/4I&:;&F4"%0755,'V8154
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!"#$%&'($ Exploring the cultural trends and 
issues impacting society today

‘modern mainstream’ in commercial 
5,%8.'G'".'54,'81220,'L)J'1#'5,%8.'76'
household income (£20k-£55k), who 
%,@%,.,#5'87%,'54"#'L)J'76'9%"#2'
buyers and constitute more than 70% of 
the population. Similarly, the ABC1 v 
F(T^'8,".$%,.'6"I7$%,2'9&'54,'
8"%M,51#3'"#2'8,21"'1#2$.5%1,.'.47-'
54"5'CLJ'76'54,'@7@$0"517#'1.'F(T^A'

“This audience is the heartland of 
Britain – builders, plumbers, 
hairdressers,” says Steven Lacey, 
managing director of The Outsiders and 
"$547%'76'(2/$34/$)5$6"4/'H$"015"51I,'
research, exploring the temperature of 
54,'8"..'8"1#.5%,"8'OF*F(Y'1#'
lockdown. “They hold the keys to No 10 
and we’ll keep getting shocks such as 
Brexit and Trump if we continue to 
ignore them. But they’re not cool, they’re 
not linked to music, they won’t 
necessarily change the world, so we’d 
prefer to have a conversation about 
sustainability than the working-class 
community in Doncaster,” he adds. 

Lacey believes the marketing industry 
finds it much harder to talk about class 
than other areas of diversity, such as 
race. “This is the one group we find a bit 
embarrassing,” he says. “The white 
working class is the biggest audience 
with the biggest unconscious bias from 
54,'1#2$.5%&AX

He’s not the only person to note that 
socio-economic class is often absent in 
discussions about diversity and 
inclusion. People of working-class origin 
are rarely featured or celebrated in the 

-B!6>7>TU&8><<B6H6-U

7?2&UK&'2D2'2)*(A&%)*&0?2&"%30&.2)2'%"&2"240/#)&$20'%;2*&%&
4?%3A&/)&()*2'30%)*/).&$20C22)&0?2&A%/)30'2%A&,#,("%0/#)&
%)*&0?2&4("0('%"&2"/02I&^0,#':,-1.&/)1230/.%023&0?2&'#"2&#D&A%'J20&
'232%'4?&/)&$'2%J/).&*#C)&%33(A,0/#)3

The assumption trap

T$%1#3'54,'4,1345'76'54,'F7I12=*S'
restrictions, a market researcher working 
on a financial services brief was shocked 
to hear an advertising agency planner 
claim: “Everyone seems better off in 
lockdown because we’re saving so much 
87#,&AX'^I,#'547$34'54,'2"10&'#,-.'
forecast a global meltdown, the Hackney 
ad-land echo chamber was telling them 
something different.

The research proved otherwise. 
Talking to taxi drivers, café workers and 
,I,#5'@0"##,%.'%,I,"0,2'"#754,%'%,"015&'
"97$5'.78,'76'54,'8"1#.5%,"8'
@7@$0"517#'G'54,1%'01I,014772.'4"2'9,,#'
2,I".5"5,2'7I,%#1345'"#2'54,&'-,%,'
facing the breadline. 

It’s more than four years since the 
^Z'%,6,%,#2$8/'"#2'8"#&'76'54,'
soul-searching questions around 
echo chambers and filter bubbles 
remain crucial today. Has marketing 
67%3755,#'54,'8"1#.5%,"8'7%'"%,'54,&'
being misunderstood – and how can 
market research ensure assumptions 
"%,'"I712,2_

As one researcher says: “People don’t 
move outside their bubbles. But 
research can make the circles outside 
your echo chamber vivid.” 

;+%*$76'-$*+'$<%,#-*.'%<$
/66=$/,='>
<4,'87.5'18@7%5"#5/'"09,15'79I17$./'
541#3'57'."&'"97$5'54,'8"1#.5%,"8'1.'
that it’s a large, powerful audience. 
Newspaper publisher Reach and 
research agency House51 define the 

rapidly expanding coverage of diversity 
1#'54,'5%"2,'"#2'8"1#.5%,"8'8,21"A'

Lacey talks of prejudice in terms of 
prototypicality – where people 
188,21"5,0&'541#M'76'"'8"3@1,'%"54,%'
54"#'"'@,#3$1#'-4,#'".M,2'57'541#M'76'"'
bird. “People think of stereotypes – 
estates, teen mums, Benidorm, Brexit, 
67759"00'54$33,%&/'7%'54,'6"%'%1345A'<4,'
only people who’ve really understood 
this audience is the Conservative Party.”  

?#7'.-*%#7,#&$*+'$@.'7$9%//3$
Deborah Mattinson, co-founder of Britain 
<41#M./'9,01,I,.'-,'#,,2'57'%,"..,..'
-4"5'54,'8"1#.5%,"8'1.'1#'7$%'
divided nation. “We’re divided by 
I"0$,.'G'9&'-4"5'-,'6,,0/'".'-,00'".'
demographics. Perhaps there isn’t a 
8"1#.5%,"8'"#&87%,_X

Mattinson’s book, 7/#)8+$12/$6/+$0"../'
examines the five million people 
forgotten by the political class in the 
67%8,%':"97$%'4,"%50"#2.'76'V57M,=7#=
Trent, Accrington and Darlington. “It’s so 
striking how forgotten those places are... 
and it’s incredibly important for 
everyone – not just politicians who have 
"'2$5&/'9$5'"0.7'8"%M,5,%.'G'57'9,55,%'
$#2,%.5"#2'54,8/X'.4,'."&.A''

In October 2020, the north-south 
21I12,'%,"%,2'15.'4,"2'"3"1#'-154'54,'
government’s handling of the Covid-19 
51,%'.&.5,8A'?"551#.7#'5"0M,2'57'@,7@0,'
-47'-,%,'21."@@71#5,2'-154'54,'<7%&'
37I,%#8,#5'54,&'4"2'I75,2'1#A'<4,&'6,05'
their communities were being starved of 
cash. As Mattinson points out, the ‘red 
wall’ in itself becomes a metaphor for 
this feeling of neglect.

A%/=,#&$*6$*+'$<%,#-*.'%<
Many market research agencies are based 
in the capital, but Andrew Tenzer, director 
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of group insight at Reach, believes the 
1#2$.5%&'#,,2.'57'3,5'7$5'76':7#27#'57'
9,55,%'$#2,%.5"#2'54,'8"1#.5%,"8A

It’s significant that, pre-Covid-19, 
conducting qual research outside the 
capital would often increase a client’s 
9100/'-154'54,'"221517#'76'5%"I,0'"#2'475,0'
costs. Indeed, Caroline Hayter, co-
founder of Acacia Avenue, suggests that 
the pandemic has been a helpful force in 
5,%8.'76'977.51#3'54,'21I,%.15&'76'
recruitment through online panels.

“Classic recruitment used to be done 
by a woman with a little black book. 
With online panels, we instantly get a 
more diverse set because they’re 
geographically dispersed. Recruiters play 
an important role in diversity – they can 

#7'07#3,%'%,6,%'57'5%1,2'"#2'5,.5,2'
8,5472./X'E"&5,%'."&.A'

However, Ian Murray, co-founder of 
E7$.,L*/'9,01,I,.'54,'6"10$%,'57'
$#2,%.5"#2'54,'8"1#.5%,"8'01,.'2,,@,%'
than geography. “It’s a deep structural 
and cultural issue in our society, and our 
industry is a reflection of these wider 
forces,” he says.
<4,%,'"%,'"0.7'"..$8@517#.'"97$5'54,'

%70,'"#2'$.,6$0#,..'76'%,.@7#2,#5.'76'"'
particular socio-economic class. Lacey 
recalls going to a meeting with a betting 
client who was advised by another 
researcher to exclude people from DE 
groups because they wouldn’t have '
any ideas. Fortunately, the client 
21."3%,,2A'E,'@71#5,2'7$5'54"5'T^.'

equalled one-third of their customer 
base. “If you’re at the DE end, you’re 
often thought of as unintelligent and '
#75'3772',#7$34'57'3,5'12,".'6%78/X'
Lacey suggests.

B,-1#7'.-*%#7,#&$*+'$
<%,#-*.'%<
This socio-economic blind spot is not 
merely a social equality issue, but also 
business-critical for the marketing 
industry. Murray says: “If I’m getting this 
-%7#3/'"#2'#75'0"#21#3'8&'
communications or building products 
that reflect the reality, that’s bad for 
business. It’s not simply the right thing to 
do, but the effective thing to do.” 

The communication industry’s 

!;'3.'$7,2,7'7$0)$2%/1'-$8$0)$9+%*$9'$4''/C$$
%-$9'//$%-$7'<6&.%D+,(-E$F'.+%D-$*+'.'$,-#3*$$

%$<%,#-*.'%<$%#)<6.':
T,97%"4'?"551#.7#
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preoccupation with ‘purpose’ in a 
Covid-19 world is redundant, according 
to Lacey. Brands who want to appeal to 
the mainstream should be considering 
how they can improve lives – for 
,W"8@0,/'54%7$34'.$@@7%51#3'"'&7$54'
club, offering coupons, or keeping prices 
low. “This audience don’t sit there 
"#2'541#M'"97$5'54,'2,,@'8,"#1#3'76'"#'
ad; they like directness,” he says. 

Lacey cites one research participant who 
wasn’t impressed with brands ‘reaching 
out’ during lockdown. “They remind me 
76'547.,'9,5"'8"0,.'-47'"%,'5%&1#3'577'
4"%2/'@%,5,#21#3'57'9,'&7$%'6%1,#2AX'

"9%.'#'--$64$0,%-
As humans, we’re all capable of bias, 
even if we’re market researchers with 
honed critical-thinking skills. The trick is 
accepting that it exists, and continuing 
to analyse, interpret and check for bias 
"00'54,'518,A

Ella Fryer-Smith launched the Unequal 
Truths podcast during lockdown, to tell 
the untold stories of researchers from 
low-income backgrounds. She believes 
we need to scrutinise assumptions 
"97$5'-4"5'8"55,%.'"5',I,%&'.5"3,'76'
research – from setting objectives, who 
we’re speaking to, and how we’re 
.@,"M1#3'57'54,8/'%1345'54%7$34'57'54,'
final analysis. 

Increasing time pressure from clients, 
however, and the premium placed on a 
fast turnaround with lightning-quick 
insights, makes it ever more challenging 
for researchers to consider bias in their 
analysis properly. Murray says: “The risk 
is that we don’t step back and think 
"97$5'47-'1#.1345.'4"I,'9,,#'
developed, and if they are objective.”

There is also concern that these biases 
might become burned into new 
technology. For example, in 2015 
>8"N7#'"9"#27#,2'"#'"$578"5,2'
recruitment experiment when it 
discovered its artificial intelligence (AI) 
hiring tool was not rating candidates in a 
3,#2,%=#,$5%"0'-"&A'B#'54,'.$88,%'76'
2020, the A level statistical model was 
"#754,%'.5"%M'100$.5%"517#'76'-4"5'37,.'
-%7#3'-4,#'"..$8@517#.'@700$5,'2"5"A'
AI and algorithms learn from historical 

practice, but what if we’re hardwiring 
bias into market research tech systems? 

"/,'#%*,#&$%17,'#('-
<4,',0,@4"#5'1#'54,'%778'1.'54"5'I,%&'6,-'
research consultants come from a 
working-class background, so they do 
not reflect the mainstream audience 
from which they are tasked with gleaning 
insights. It was during an ethnographic 
field trip to a Sheffield council estate 
54"5'15'2"-#,2'7#'\%&,%=V8154'54"5'4,%'
colleague did not understand the 
nuances of who they were talking to. 

“We were in the [participant’s] car, 
-4,#'54,'1#5,%I1,-,%'8"2,'"'21.@"%"31#3'
comment about all the satellite dishes 

7#'54,',.5"5,A'<4,&'4"2'#7'12,"'54"5'-4"5'
54,&'-,%,'."&1#3'81345'9,'"01,#"51#3AX'

Konrad Collao, co-founder of Craft, 
had a similar experience during his early 
career as a researcher. Travelling with a 
London colleague to conduct research in 
Bristol, the train from Paddington slowly 
passed the council estate where he grew 
up. “There were lots of St George’s flags 
flying because of the World Cup,” he 
recalls. “And she said, ‘look at all the 
chavs flying their racist flags’, and I said, 
‘that’s where I live’.” 
B#'41.'0"5,.5'977M/'9/"+:$2"8+:$2/"'1;$

12/$,1'<44./$5)'$+&48&1#$"8+$,1"1<,$&8$
12/$=>,1$?/81<'#, David Goodhart 
explores a societal condition he 

!B%=,#&$*+'$96.=46.('$<6.'$7,2'.-'$,-$%$&667$
-*%.*E$A+'#$)613.'$-1..61#7'7$0)$D'6D/'$9,*+$

different biases from yourself”
>#2%,-'<,#N,%
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T0>>3?319%9801=012%
/9I@3/
;.(+*/,(*1$'/*#"21%(*"<*=($+'>*
?($#,@'*A(0B(+*$0)*C"2'(95@'*
D2++$=*,$.(*#"E$2/,"+()*$*
02F3(+*"<*G,&/(*1$1(+'*4!"#$%&$
'"()*+,-.$./)'.$()/$0).$1,'.1,2.>*
3"&$&456."#$+&*)'1(,*$0)*3"&$
6'51/6.1(,$%1,+(%7*,&-,%&-,/&0-*
/,(*1+"3%(F*"<*#"-0&/&.(*
)&''"0$0#(*G&/,*1("1%(*&0*/,(*
$).(+/&'&0-*$0)*F$+H(/&0-*&0)2'/+=*
$0)*F$&0'/+($F*#"FF20&/&('I*
J("1%(*&0*/,(*&0)2'/+=*'((*$0)*

experience the world differently. 
K,&%(*/,"'(*&0*/,(*LF")(+0*
mainstream’, as defined by the 
+('($+#,>*/(0)*/"*,$.(*$*F"+(*
,"%&'/&#*$0)*#"%%(#/&.(*/,&0H&0-*
'/=%(>*/,"'(*G"+H&0-*&0*F$+H(/&0-*
/(0)*/"*,$.(*$*F"+(*&0)&.&)2$%&'/&#*
$0)*$0$%=/&#*/,&0H&0-*'/=%(I*
M&F&%$+%=>*1("1%(*&0*/,(*

$).(+/&'&0-*$0)*F$+H(/&0-*
&0)2'/+=*1%$#()*F"+(*(F1,$'&'*
"0*(N/+&0'&#*F"/&.$/&"0'*O*'2#,*$'*
<$F(>*G($%/,*$0)*&F$-(*O*/,$0*
/,(*F$&0'/+($FI*A,&'*.&(G1"&0/*
$%'"*(N/(0)()*&0/"*/,(*$).(+/&'&0-*
$0)*F$+H(/&0-*&0)2'/+=@'*.&(G*"<*
"/,(+*1("1%(@'*P2$%&/=*"<*%&<(*G&/,*
different incomes. For example, 
1("1%(*&0*$).(+/&'&0-*$0)*
F$+H(/&0-*)+$F$/&#$%%=*
20)(+('/&F$/()*/,(*P2$%&/=*"<*%&<(*
<"+*(.(+="0(*($+0&0-*%(''*/,$0*
Q98>888*1(+*=($+*4$+"20)*RRS*"<*
/,(*1"12%$/&"07I

describes as ‘peak head’, where 
cognitive achievement acts as a sorting 
mechanism in a supposed meritocracy. 
This is a particular problem, he suggests, 
in Britain and the US, and we have come 
57'21.@%7@7%517#"5,0&'I"0$,'@,7@0,'-47'
-7%M'-154'54,1%'4,"2A'
>07#3'54,'-"&'-,'4"I,'67%3755,#'57'

value technical and practical abilities 
(hand) and caring and empathetic skills 
O4,"%5Y/'-410,'"01,#"51#3'"#2'
demoralising people who do these jobs. 

So, could it be that the marketing 
industry is suffering from cognitive 
dissonance leading to a tendency to 
make assumptions? Reach’s Tenzer and 
House51’s Murray think so. They have 
co-authored a number of white papers 
"%3$1#3'54"5'"2I,%51.1#3'"#2'8"%M,51#3'
professionals tend to have different 
541#M1#3'.5&0,.'6%78'8"1#.5%,"8'
communities [see panel, ‘Different 
thinking styles’]. 

G.'%=,#&$769#$%--1<D*,6#-
Ethnography was cited by a number of 
,W@,%5.'".'"'M,&'8,54727073&'57'30,"#'
2,,@,%'$#2,%.5"#21#3'76'54,'
mainstream, offering an opportunity to 
literally ‘walk in the shoes’ of an 
audience they didn’t yet know. It was the 
beginning of a journey of understanding.

As part of her ‘red wall’ research, 
Mattinson used co-creation workshops, 
which she argued could be a way to 
break down assumptions. ‘Red wallers’ 
were placed in the same room as ‘urban 
remainers’, alongside some politicians, 
and asked to find common ground. 

Focus groups can also play a key role 
1#'"22%,..1#3'"..$8@517#.'9&'9%1#31#3'
clients into contact with people they 
81345'#,I,%'4"I,'8,5'754,%-1.,A'E"&5,%'
recalls working with a financial services 
company where the clients – both white, 
well-educated, upper-class males – had 
the wool torn from their eyes. “Their 
"..$8@517#'-".'54"5'@,7@0,'-154'"'
high-risk financial profile were 
disorganised, irresponsible or incapable,” 
says Hayter. “Then we interviewed a 
minicab company owner who’d gone 
bust the day after Lehman Brothers 
because they were his biggest client.”

\%&,%=V8154'"#2'F700"7'9754'9,01,I,'
a new approach to industry 
recruitment is essential to drive 
change – and that means letting go of 
only considering university graduates. 
“This is about social and cultural 
capital,” says Collao. “We have to get 
people in the door to change things. 
There’s nothing wrong with having 
them in the post room, but that’s not 
371#3'57'.,5'54,'"3,#2"AX'
^"%0&'.5,@.'"%,'9,1#3'5"M,#A'\7%'

,W"8@0,/'B@.7.'?7%1'4".'%,87I,2'54,'
necessity of a 2:1 degree for applicants 
and is conducting cognitive testing 
1#.5,"2/'-410,'54,'?PV'1.'-7%M1#3'
towards the launch of the research 
apprenticeship, and encouraging 
all research businesses to take its 
F^]'D0,23,A'

Jane Frost, chief executive of MRS, 
says: “Opportunity matters and we 
must find ways to train people in the 
appropriate skills and reach non 
university-educated talent.

“The MRS [with the Advertising 
Association] has also proposed the 
creation of a skills grant as part of 
the government’s response to 
Covid-19, which is focused on 
7#01#,'@%76,..17#"0'2,I,07@8,#5/'
so would benefit workers wherever 
they are. It is aimed at school leavers 
hoping to get into research, as well as 
those who need to reskill and/or have 
been made redundant because of the 
economic impact of the crisis.” 

It’s clear that diversity conversations 
in the industry must include 
everything and everybody if they’re 
going to drive change. 

As Tenzer says: “Making 
the workforce more diverse is a 
good start. Then you’re surrounded 
by people with different biases 
6%78'&7$%.,06AX

Back to Fryer-Smith: “We need 
everyone’s voices in the room. How 
can we understand society if we don’t 
reflect society? There’s no excuse in 
our industry. We understand 
demographics, we understand 
differences, we should be better 
placed than most.” 
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Staying local,
going global
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The balance of globalisation has shifted in the past 20 years. 
For brands looking to target international efforts and evaluate 
#,,#'0()/0/23&%0&%&."#$%"&34%"2G&0%/"#'/).&0?2/'&A%'J20&'232%'4?&

to local nuance is a vital first step. By Richard Young

/,5,&/73"15"9/$+1%1!2"/,:1&.:,"1!512345",+,!"$!"&":$7&:"
57&:,0"-D73":,55"1!6$/-1!2"2:$.&:"%,7151$!5^
_T3,!"&"2:$.&:"./&!%"9D45"6$/8&/%"&"/,5,&/73"

3'9$43,5150"8,":$$L"4$"/,7$!4,=4D&:15,"14"6$/"1!%1+1%D&:"
-&/L,450"!$4"\D54"4&:L"&.$D4"43,":&!2D&2,0`"5&'5"
QD43"e&/41!24$!0"6$D!%,/"&!%"731,6",=,7D41+,"$6"
P-9$8,/"H/&!5:&4,E"_PSD&::'0"'$D"3&+,"4$":$$L"&4"
3$8"4$"4&L,":$7&:"$D49D45"&!%"614"43,-"1!4$"&".&:&!7,%"
2:$.&:"1!4,/9/,4&41$!E`
>4"43,"-$54".&517":,+,:0"/,5,&/73"!,,%5"4$",54&.:153"

3$8"&"./&!%"7&!"$9,/&4,"1!"&"21+,!":$7&:14'E"e&/+,5"
Khan, global research and insight director at 
,%D7&41$!&:"9D.:153,/"e,&/5$!0"5&'5"43,":$7&:f2:$.&:"
59:14"15"%,61!,%".'"48$"155D,5E"_g1/540"1!6/&54/D74D/,E"H3,"
/&4,"$6"&%$941$!"$6"%,+17,5"&!%"SD&:14'"$6"7$!!,741+14'"
1!",&73"-&/L,4"15"&"3D2,"6&74$/"6$/"D5E"J!"5$-,0"8,K::"
!,,%"4$"4&1:$/"&"-$/,":1234A4$D73",=9,/1,!7,O"1!"$43,/50"
8,"7&!"/$::"$D4"-$/,"%&4&A1!4,!51+,"9/$%D745"43&4"&/,"
%,-&!%1!2"$!".&!%81%43"&!%"54$/&2,E`
H3,!"43,/,K5"7D:4D/,E"_J!"5$-,"7$D!4/1,50"9/$+1%1!2"

something exclusively online just won’t do,” Khan 
,=9:&1!5E"_e,$9:,"8&!4"43,"$941$!"$6"6&7,A4$A6&7,"
:,&/!1!20"5$"'$D"3&+,"4$"9D/5D,"&".:,!%,%"&99/$&73E"
UD4"5$-,"9/$%D745"&/,"$!:'"&+&1:&.:,"$!:1!,0"&!%"5$-,"

&/,"541::"9D/,:'"1!"9/1!4E"I$0"8,"!,,%"
4$"4,54"&55D-941$!5"&/$D!%"43$5,"
7D:4D/&:".1&5,50"4$$E`
H3$5,"48$"6&74$/5"G"%,4,/-1!1!2"

3$8"&"./&!%"7&!"$9,/&4,"&!%"
D!%,/54&!%1!2"7D:4D/,"G"&:5$"%,61!,"
43,"L1!%"$6"/,5,&/73"'$D"7&!"%$"1!"
,&73":$7&:14'0"&!%"3$8"4$"1!4,/9/,4"

T 3,"2:$.&:",7$!$-'"15"3,/,"4$"54&'E"UD4"
(F(F"4&D234"D5"43&40"81431!"43&4"2:$.&:"
9174D/,0":$7&:"-&/L,45",+$:+,"D!,+,!:'0"
D!9/,%174&.:'"&!%"&/,"5D.\,74"4$"/&91%"
73&!2,E"H3&4K5"-&%,"-D:41A-&/L,4"

1!512345",+,!"-$/,",55,!41&:"6$/"2:$.&:"./&!%5"&!%"43$5,"
9:&!!1!2"4$",=9&!%"1!4,/!&41$!&::'"&5"8,",!4,/"&"!,8"
,/&"6$/"/,21$!&:"4/&%,"/,:&41$!53195E
g1!%1!2"43,"/1234".&:&!7,".,48,,!":$7&:"1!512345"&!%"

2:$.&:"D!16$/-14'"15"3&/%E"H3,"-&/L,41!2"3154$/'".$$L5"
&/,":144,/,%"8143",=&-9:,5"$6"&".&517"6&1:D/,"4$":$7&:15,0"
$64,!"8143"31:&/1$D5"7$!5,SD,!7,5"h5,,".$=$D4"$+,/:,&60"
RT3&4K5"1!"&"!&-,^KiE"#$/,"5,/1$D5:'0"2:$.&:"./&!%5"
6&7,"&"73&::,!2,N",!5D/,"/,5,&/73"7$!4/$:5"6$/"7D:4D/&:0"
language and infrastructure differences, but also 
2,!,/&4,"1!512345"43&4"7&!".,".,!73-&/L,%"&7/$55"
-&/L,45"&!%"&22/,2&4,%"4$"1!6$/-"2:$.&:"%,7151$!5E
_>5"&"2:$.&:"./&!%0"'$D"8&!4"4$"D5,"43,"5&-,"9/$%D74"

&!%"43,"5&-,"7&-9&12!",+,/'83,/,0`"5&'5"I4,93,!"
e31::1950"731,6",=,7D41+,"&4"?&991E"_c$D"!,,%"4$"L!$8"
3$8"-&!'"7$-9/$-15,5"&/,"8$/43"-&L1!2E"I$-,41-,5"
43,'K/,"4$$"!D-,/$D5O":$45"$6"2:$.&:".,,/"7$-9&!1,5"
51-9:'",!%"D9".D'1!2":$7&:"./,8,/5"G"43,'K/,"!$4",+,!"
4/'1!2"4$"9D53"2:$.&:"./&!%5"4$$"-D73E"M$7&:"/,5,&/73"
4,::5"43,-"43,",7$!$-1,5"$6"
57&:,"&/,"1!"%154/1.D41$!0""
!$4"-&/L,41!2E`
M$7&:"/,5,&/73"&:5$"%,9,!%5"

$!"!&41$!&:"7D:4D/,"&!%"43,"
!D&!7,5"$6":$7&:":&!2D&2,"&!%"
%1&:,745E"I$"3$8"7&!"
$/2&!15&41$!5",!5D/,"43,1/"
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What,s in a name>
W$8&43&T8"?&B%("5%&W8"?X&'"+"#24/&
#*+/%6&$/#4&L/$(D%+0X&W>"8&Y+*$#0&
(2"/1%6&$/#4&L#"+B*+0#X&F84B"8&
(4+>4+"#$4/0&84K%&#4&(+%"#%&*/$34+5$#?&
$/&#2%$+&B+"/6&/"5%0&"/6&5"+D%#$/1&
("5>"$1/09&*0*"88?&#4&+%6*(%&(40#0X&
@2%&>+4B8%5&$09&#2%?&045%#$5%0&
#+"/08"#%&+"#2%+&*/34+#*/"#%8?X&A%+%&
"+%&"&3%7&3+45&#2%&5"+D%#$/1&
"+(2$K%0&Z&72$(2&>%+2">0&5$12#&
2"K%&B%%/&"K4$6%6&7$#2&045%&1446&
84("8&+%0%"+(2X
●&&;8"$+48&2"6&"&(*+8$/1&$+4/&("88%6&'$0#&
L#$(DX&T/34+#*/"#%8?9&$/&F%+5"/9&
H5$0#=&$0&08"/1&34+&5"/*+%X&[$(D0&2"6&
"&>+4B8%5&$/&#2%&(4*/#+?&"0&#2%&
F%+5"/&HK=&$0&04*/6%6&H3=9&5"D$/1&
H[$(D0=&08"/1&34+&0%G*"8&$/#%+(4*+0%X

●&&;44+0=&0841"/&H@*+/&$#&8440%=9&72%/&
#+"/08"#%6&$/#4&L>"/$029&$0&"&
(4884\*$"8&#%+5&34+&2"K$/1&
6$"++24%"9&72$8%&#2%&<5%+$("/&P"$+?&
<004($"#$4/=0&HF4#&5$8D]=&("5>"$1/&
#+"/08"#%6&$/#4&H<+%&?4*&8"(#"#$/1]=&
$/&L>"/$02^0>%"D$/1&/"#$4/0X

●&&Y4+6=0&J$/#4&546%8&6$6/=#&14&647/&
7%88&$/&:+"_$89&72%+%&$#=0&"&08"/1&#%+5&
34+&H#$/?&5"8%&1%/$#"80=X&'$#0*B$02$&
2"6&#4&(2"/1%&$#0&J"C%+4&B+"/6&$/&
L>"/$02^0>%"D$/1&(4*/#+$%09&72%+%&
$#&7"0&*/6%+0#446&"0&H5"0#*+B"#4+=X

●&&!Y;&$0&D/47/&184B"88?&34+&B%$/1&
‘finger-licking good’ – which 
translated as ‘eat your fingers off’ in 
;2$/"X&<804&0#*/1&#2%+%&7"0&
'%+(%6%0^:%/_`&"&'"/6"+$/^$0%6&

K%+0$4/&43&#2%&B+"/69&H:%/0$=9&5%"/0&
H+*02&#4&6$%=X&</6&184B"8&0841"/&
HJ%>0$&B+$/10&?4*&B"(D&#4&8$3%=&
">>%"+%6&$/&;2$/"&"0&HJ%>0$&B+$/10&
?4*&B"(D&3+45&#2%&1+"K%=X

L45%&B+"/60&1%#&$#&+$12#X&a4("88?&
>+46*(%6&0$1/0&34+&;4("^;48"&
(‘ko-ka-ko-la’), when it was first sold in 
;2$/"9&7%+%&045%#$5%0&#+"/08"#%6&"0&
HB$#%&#2%&7"G&#"6>48%=&4+&H3%5"8%&24+0%&
3"0#%/%6&7$#2&7"G=X&:*#&#2%&(45>"/?&
7"0&"8+%"6?&6%K%84>$/1&"&84("8&
B+"/69&0%##8$/1&4/&#2%&0?5B480&
H!=4^!=4*^!=4^8b=&Z&72$(2&5%"/0&H#4&
"8847&#2%&54*#2&#4&B%&"B8%&#4&+%C4$(%=&
Z&"&3"+&54+%&">#&#+"6%5"+D&#2"#&$#&
+%1$0#%+%6&$/&OSMVX
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14E"_J4K5"/&/,:'"&"9:D2A&!%A9:&'"
5$:D41$!"1!",+,/'"-&/L,40`"5&'5"
e31:"I4,22&:50"2:$.&:"3,&%"$6"
/,5,&/73"&!%"54/&4,2'"&4"
Kadence International. “You 
!,,%"4$"L!$8"83&4"L1!%"$6"
1!51234"43,"7:1,!4"15":$$L1!2"6$/0"
&5"8,::"&5"3&+1!2"43,":$7&:"
7$!4,=4"&!%",=9,/1,!7,E"H3,!"14K5"&.$D4"-&!&21!2"43,"
,=9,74&41$!5"$!".$43"51%,5E`

Additionally, there’s a “big difference” between 
&55,551!2",=1541!2"-&/L,45"&!%",=9&!%1!2"1!4$"!,8"
$!,50"&77$/%1!2"4$"g1$!&"U:&%,50"731,6",=9,/1,!7,"
officer at Mesh Experience. “In that case, there’s much 
-$/,"$!D5"$!"43,"&2,!7'"4$"3&+,"43,1/"$8!":$7&:"
9/,5,!7,0"4$",!5D/,"43&4"7$!4,=4"15"9/$+1%,%E`

A%<,#&$*+'$<'*+676/6&)
#,43$%$:$21,5"-D54".,"4&1:$/,%"6$/",&73"-&/L,40"&!%"
43&4"15!K4"&"61=,%"4&/2,40"5&'5"I4,22&:50"7141!2"J!%$!,51&"
&5"&!",=&-9:,E"_e,$9:,"8,/,"3&99'"4$"59,&L"$!"43,"
54/,,4"1!"&"8&'"43&4"8$D:%".,"&:-$54"1-9$551.:,"6$/"
&"/,5,&/73,/"1!"M$!%$!0".D4"43,'"%1%!K4":1L,"93$!,"
/,5,&/73E"H3,!"43,/,"8&5"&"581473"4$"5-&/493$!,5"&!%0"
suddenly, research on mobiles took off, and people 
8,/,"3&99'"4$"21+,"%&4&"&!%"%$8!:$&%"&9950",+,!"
831:,"43,'"8,/,"541::"/,:D74&!4"4$"%$"93$!,"1!4,/+1,85E`
H1-,5"73&!2,0"43,!"G".D40"$64,!0"3154$/'"3&5"&".,&/1!2"

on the local perceptions of different methodologies. “In 
,&54,/!"V,/-&!'0"6$/",=&-9:,0"43,"6$:L"-,-$/'"$6"43,"
I4&51"/D!5"%,,9"G43,/,K5"&"5D59171$!"$6"9,$9:,"&5L1!2"
SD,541$!50",+,!"+1&"&!$!'-$D5"SD,541$!!&1/,50`"5&'5"
Bianca Abulafia, global head of qualitative at Kadence. 
_I$"831:,"'$D/"%157D551$!"2D1%,"-1234"3&+,"43,"5&-,"

L,'"9$1!45"1!"140"6$/"V,/-&!'0"'$D"
-1234"2,!4:'":,&%"1!4$"-$/,"
9,/5$!&:"SD,541$!5O"43,!0"1!"g/&!7,0"
43,/,"&/,":$45"$6"431!25"'$DK/,"
51-9:'"!$4"&::$8,%"4$"&5L0"&/$D!%"
/&7,0"2,!%,/"&!%"/,:121$!E`
H3&4"7&!"-&L,"14"3&/%"6$/"43,"

-,43$%$:$2'"4$"%,:1+,/"7$-9&/&.:,"
data. “If you want quant in different markets, we often 
5D22,54"%$1!2"1!A%,943"SD&:"61/54"4$"%12"D!%,/"43,"
5D/6&7,0`"53,"7$!41!D,5E"_T,"8$/L,%"$!"&"9/$\,74"1!"
I&D%1">/&.1&0":$$L1!2"1!4$"43,"9$9D:&/14'"$6"53$85"43&4"
-1234"3&+,".,,!"6/$8!,%"D9$!"1!"5$-,"SD&/4,/5E"
QD!!1!2"SD&!4"8$D:%"$!:'"3&+,"2$4"43,"7:1,!4"5$"6&/"G"
43,/,"!,,%,%"4$".,"/,5,&/73"4$"8&/-"D9"43,"/,59$!%,!4"
7$--D!14'0".D1:%"4/D540"&!%"43,!"%12"1!4$"43,"7$!4,=4"
6$/"43,1/"9/,6,/,!7,5E`

I6#*'J*$,-$%//
I,!5141+14'"4$"&::"43,5,"155D,5"15"3&/%"8$!E"#,53"
Experience has offices around the world, but Covid-19 
/,54/1741$!5"$!"4/&+,:"G"&!%"43,"/15,"$6"-$/,"%1214&:"SD&:"
during lockdowns – has affected the ability of research 
4,&-5"4$"2$"R1!"7$D!4/'KE"
_H3,"73&::,!2,"15"43&40"16"'$DK/,"&5L1!2"5$-,$!,"6/$-"

$+,/5,&5"4$"%$"8$/L"/,-$4,:'0"%$"43,'"3&+,"43,"/1234"
7$!4,=4^`"&5L5"U:&%,5E"_>/,"43,'"5,,1!2"43,"7D//,!4"&%5"
$!"Hj"$/".1::.$&/%5^"[$"43,'"L!$8"43,"5D.4:,41,5"$6"
43,":$7&:"./&!%"&55$71&41$!5^"d&+1!2"43&4"7D:4D/&:"4$D73"
15"-$/,"43&!"\D54"L!$81!2"83&4"SD,541$!5"&/,"9,/41!,!4E"
>".12"9&/4"$6"14"15"L!$81!2"3$8"43,"7:1,!4"81::"D5,"43,"
1!6$/-&41$!"'$DK/,"2,!,/&41!2E`"
#$/,"6D!%&-,!4&::'0"81::"&"2:$.&:"7:1,!4"2,4"43,"!D&!7,5"

$6":$7&:"61,:%8$/L^"_;!%,/54&!%1!2"83'",-$41$!5"&/,"

!;D<69%?3D:?9%%
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5D.5D-,%"1!4$"&"2:$.&:"9,/59,741+,0`"5&'5"e31::195E"_>!"
1!51234"5$:D41$!"&7/$55")k"7$D!4/1,5":$$L5"./1::1&!4"4$"&"
2:$.&:"4,&-E"H3,!"'$D"7$-,".&7L"&"7$D9:,"$6"-$!435"
:&4,/"&!%"14"4D/!5"$D4"43,"7:1,!4"4,&-"1!"e$:&!%"3&%"
5$-,"7$-9,::1!2"/,&5$!"!$4"4$"D5,"&"9&/417D:&/"9&/4"$6"
43,"-,43$%$:$2'0"$/"43,"Q$-&!1&!"4,&-"8&!45"4$"8$/L"
8143"&":$7&:"&2,!7'l"14"7&!".,"&".&44:,E`
T31:,"5$-,"./&!%5"%,+$:+,"&":$4"$6"&D4$!$-'"4$"

/,21$!&:"&!%"!&41$!&:"4,&-50"$43,/5"3&+,"54/174,/"
,=9,74&41$!50"!$4,5"I4,22&:5E"
>77$/%1!2"4$"U:&%,50"5$-,"2:$.&:"7:1,!45"3&+,!K4"

.,,!"&.:,"4$"%$"43,"6$D!%&41$!&:"8$/L"!,,%,%"4$"7/,&4,"
&"./$&%,/"7$!4,=4"6$/":$7&:"/,5,&/73"4315"',&/E"
_>4"43,":$7&:":,+,:0"7:1,!4"4,&-5"&/,"-D73"-$/,"

6$7D5,%0"6$/"$.+1$D5"/,&5$!50"$!"53$/4A"&!%"-,%1D-A
4,/-"73&!2,5"4$"43,1/"$8!"-&/L,450`"5&'5"U:&%,5E"
_g1!%1!2"+&:D,"6$/"&"2:$.&:"9/$\,74"15"$64,!"&.$D4"
4&:L1!2"4$"43$5,":$7&:5E"J6"'$D"3&+,"2$$%"/,:&41$!5"
81430"5&'0"&"g/,!73"7:1,!40"'$D"7&!"9/$.,"6$/"7$!4,=40"
'$D"7&!",=9:$/,"83&4"9&/&::,:5"-1234".,"6$D!%"4$"
$43,/"-&/L,45E`

K69$I62,75OP$-='9-$/6(%/
V:$.&:15&41$!"15!K4"&"$!,A8&'"54/,,40"8143"4/&%,".&//1,/5"

.,1!2",/,74,%"&/$D!%"L,'"-&/L,45"
&!%"&"7D:4D/&:A1%,!414'"9$:14175"
5,,91!2"1!4$"./&!%"7$!571$D5!,55E"
@$+1%ABC"/,54/1741$!5"3&+,"6D/43,/"
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“Same, same… but different”
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84("8$0"#$4/&+%\*$+%5%/#0&"(+400&"88&
0%(#4+0X&F%/%+"#$/1&$/0$12#0&#2"#&"+%&
+$(2&%/4*12&#4&$/34+5&#2%&
$/(+%"0$/18?&>+%3%++%6&84("8^4K%+^
184B"8&">>+4"(2&#4&0#+"#%1$(&
6%($0$4/^5"D$/1&"(+400&5*8#$>8%&
5"+D%#0&$0&/4&5%"/&3%"#&(4/0$6%+$/1&
#2%&5*8#$#*6%&43&"6C*0#5%/#0&
+%\*$+%6&"#&"88&8%K%80&43&+%0%"+(2&X&
@2%0%&$/(8*6&%&5%#2464841?9&(4/#%/#9&
(*8#*+"8&/*"/(%09&0"8"+?&B"/609&
%6*("#$4/&8%K%809&#2%&1%/6%+&\*%0#$4/9&
+%1$4/"8$0"#$4/&"/6&"6C*0#$/1&34+&
"(\*$%0(%/(%&0D%7gB$"0&"(+400&
5"+D%#0&Z&#4&/"5%&B*#&"&3%7X
./&W(#4B%+&MNMN9&h5>47%+&2%86&#2%&

fi rst insight localisation clinic for 
184B"8&+%0%"+(2%+09&#4&2"K%&
5%"/$/13*8&6$"841*%&"+4*/6&#2%&
B"++$%+0&#4&1%/%+"#$/1&5*(2^/%%6%69&
deeply local insights. We identifi ed 
#2%&8*G*+$%0&#2"#&"+%&/4#&%"0?&#4&(45%&
B?&$/&+%0%"+(2i&54+%&#$5%&"/6&54+%&
54/%?X&j%#9&B%34+%&74+D$/1&7$#2&d4+&

>%+0*"6$/1e&(8$%/#0&#4&+%8$%K%&#240%&
>+%00*+%09&+%0%"+(2&#%"50&"804&/%%6&
#4&6%($6%&72%+%&#2%&HB*+6%/&43&
+%0>4/0$B$8$#?=&8$%0&34+&6%0D&+%0%"+(2&
"/6&"(#$4/0&+%\*$+%6&34+&6%%>&
84("8$0"#$4/&B"0%6&4/&D/478%61%9&
0D$880&"/6&>+4(%00X
P*+$/1&#2%&(4*+0%&43&#2%&(8$/$(9&7%&

>+46*(%6&0%K%+"8&048*#$4/0&34+&
+%02">$/1&184B"8&+%0%"+(29&$/(8*6$/1i
.R%L#+%/1#2%/$/1&(8$%/#&+%8"#$4/02$>0&
#2+4*12&%G>%+#$0%&"/6&%/1"1%5%/#&
7$#2&#2%&%/6&14"8&43&#2%&+%0%"+(2
'R%h0#"B8$02$/1&0#"/6"+6&4>%+"#$/1&
>+4(%6*+%0&#2"#&5"D%&(8%"+&3+45&
#2%&4*#0%#&7$#2&7245&#2%&
+%0>4/0$B$8$#?&8$%0&34+&K"+$4*0&
84("8$0"#$4/&"0>%(#09&$/(8*6$/1&6%0D&
+%0%"+(2&"/6&(4/#%/#&84("8$0"#$4/
&R%P%K%84>$/1&"&(%/#+"8$0%6&
6%541+">2$(0&("#"841*%&(4/#"$/$/1&
0"8"+?&B"/609&%6*("#$4/&8%K%809&&"/6&
04&4/9&>%+&5"+D%#9&#4&%"0%&#2%&B*+6%/&
43&6%0D&+%0%"+(2X
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empowertranslate.com/localisation-clinic-2020

THE INSIGHT LOCALISATION CLINIC
MEANINGFUL DIALOGUE. GAME-CHANGING ACTION.

The depth, agility and feasibility of all multi-market research hinges on 
one thing: its localisation. With over 30% of the world’s studies involving 

more than one market, the subject of improving the efficiency and 
effectiveness of insight localisation is critically under-represented at 

industry events and in literature. EMPOWER’s Insight Localisation Clinic, 
as the first of its kind, revealed the extent of the opportunity to 

revolutionise the way the global insight industry carries out
a third of all projects.

WATCH THE 4-MINUTE SUMMARY HERE:



Trust in place
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has a proper calming effect on us, and 
over the past 20 years, we’ve all been 
getting less and less in touch with 
nature. All of the work we’ve done with 
academics – and our own research – 
has shown that’s a really tangible thing.”
B5'1.'#75'7#0&'"97$5'4134013451#3'54,'

benefits of being physically present in 
the outdoors – the campaign used 
natural sounds, such as waves rushing 
1#/'57'5%133,%'"$57#787$.'.,#.7%&'
8,%121"#'%,.@7#.,'O>V?PY'1#'I1,-,%.A'
“When people can’t actually get into 
nature, how can we trigger that same 
response – especially for people who 

live in the middle of the city?”
There was a “gut feel” within the 

7%3"#1."517#'54"5'#"5$%,'-".'@7.151I,/'
says Finlay, but the insight function 
sought to validate that, first through 
neuroscience work with Walnut 
Z#01815,2/'57',W@07%,'54,'01#M'9,5-,,#'
meaningful places and emotion.  

Further research with the audience 
community, based on the ‘five ways to 
wellbeing’ framework, involved asking 
participants to complete one of 20 

things each day, such as smelling a 
flower, stopping to look at the sun rise 
in the morning or watching the stars. 
After a week, participants reported a 
fundamental difference in how they felt. 
<4,'+"517#"0'<%$.5'4".'"0.7'-7%M,2'

with the University of Derby’s nature 
connectedness research group and, in 
2018, adopted the group’s ‘pathways to 
nature connection’ research to inform 
its engagement activities. 

Finlay is responsible for four teams: 
data and analytics; business 
intelligence; data marketing, which 
manages the customer journey; and the 

insight team, which conducts qualitative 
and quantitative research.
<4,'I"0$,'76'1#.1345.'57'54,'

7%3"#1."517#/'1#'4,%'I1,-/'01,.'1#'
customer experience. “For the customer 
journey team, we have to see holistically 
in a way that the organisation can’t. 
The organisation can be a little bit 
.107,2'1#'54,'-"&'54"5'87.5'
7%3"#1."517#.'"%,/'"#2'-4"5'-,'-"#5'1.'
to make sure that the audience has a 
consistent experience with us.”

For an organisation that produces 
other types of research – it has a large 
5,"8'76'I70$#5,,%.'@7%1#3'7I,%'
historical documents – alongside 
audience insight, the two try to work 
573,54,%'-4,%,'@7..190,A'

Discussing the research with the 
University of Derby, Finlay says: “Our 
1#5,#517#'-".'57'.5%"220,'54,'5-7'G'57'
have the academic rigour but also the 
commerciality that we could then drive 
support off the back of; and third, we 
-"#5,2'57'2%1I,'@%,..AX

The trust also recently produced a 
research report on colonial histories 
(see boxout) led by its academic status 
team, which sits separately from Finlay’s 
team and has Independent Research 
]%3"#1."517#'.5"5$.A'

Finlay says: “It’s a difficult story to 

! ecent TV adverts from the 
+"517#"0'<%$.5'"%,'01M,'"'
9"08'67%'54,'.7$0['1#'7#,/'
6%754&'-"I,.'0"@'"'@,990,2'

beach, while in another, a small bird 
hops across mossy stones. None has 
a voiceover, instead, all are sound-
tracked by the rise and fall of the 
-"I,.'"#2'91%2.7#3A'

Connection with nature is perhaps 
something we’ve all instinctively 
appreciated more in the past few months 
– confined to our homes, many of us 
4"I,'6,05'%,#,-,2'I137$%'6%78'07#3'-"0M.'
and the benefit of time spent outdoors.
<4,'+"517#"0'<%$.5'4".'4"2'"#'12,"'76'

nature’s healing properties for a while 
now – the organisation’s 125th 
anniversary advert by creative agency 
Wieden+Kennedy drew on the 
19th century words of its co-founder 
Octavia Hill: “We all want quiet. We all 
want beauty. We all need space.”

For an organisation dedicated to 
preserving historic places and spaces, 
understanding and communicating the 
relevance of those spaces to our 
872,%#'01I,.'1.'"'M,&'@%17%15&'67%'54,'
+"517#"0'<%$.5A'

“Life is busy and people – no matter 
-4,54,%'54,&'"%,'8,89,%.'7%'#75'G'
need to get more in touch with nature,” 
says Christina Finlay, director of data 
and insight at the charity. “All sorts of 
academic research shows that nature 
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tell, but we think it’s an important 
story to tell – acknowledging the history 
of a lot of our houses and the context 
54,&'-,%,'1#'())'&,"%.'"37/'".'-,00'".'
#7-A'\7%'.7'8"#&'76'7$%'8,89,%./'
41.57%&'1.'.7'18@7%5"#5'57'54,8/'.7'-4"5'
we want to do is recognise the context 
"#2'54,#'-4"5'%70,'54"5'@0"&.'67%'$.'1#'
today’s society.”

T')$2%/1'-
While the public health crisis has been 
challenging for the National Trust, most 
notably with the temporary closure of 
many of its properties to the public, the 
insight team did not change its 
objectives as a result – rather, its 
,W1.51#3'@%17%151,.'-,%,'9%7$345'1#57'
sharper focus – the visitor experience, 
the conservation of properties and 
conservation of nature. “It’s almost like 
we’ve hunkered down and said that we 
need to focus even more on our 
strategic priorities,” says Finlay. 

“How do we drive that insight that 
3,5.'57'54,'4,"%5'76'-4"5'-100'8"M,'
people really connect with the 
organisation? We also create 
efficiencies, and because I own and 
work with all of the data, it’s about how 
can we make data much more efficient, 
so that everyone can look and see the 
same thing, which in many 
organisations can be quite hard.”

For example, the function has put into 
place a new segmentation driven by 
qualitative and quantitative research. 
“We fed that through into all of our 
2"5"=2%1I,#'1#.1345.'.7'54"5',I,%&972&'

Recognising 
history
./&L%>#%5B%+&MNMN9&#2%&I"#$4/"8&@+*0#&
>*B8$02%6&"/&$/#%+$5&+%>4+#&4/&#2%&
(4//%(#$4/0&B%#7%%/&(484/$"8$05&"/6&
S,&43&#2%&>+4>%+#$%0&7$#2$/&$#0&("+%9&
$/(8*6$/1&8$/D0&7$#2&2$0#4+$(&08"K%+?X
@2%&+%>4+#&7"0&%6$#%6&B?&#2%&#+*0#=0&

2%"6&(*+"#4+&P+&L"88?^<//%&A*G#"B8%9&
74+86&(*8#*+%0&(*+"#4+&P+&;2+$0#4&
!%3"8"09&"/6&#%G#$8%0&(*+"#4+&h55"&
L84(45B%9&"84/1&7$#2&J+43%004+&;4+$//%&
Y478%+9&T/$K%+0$#?&43&a%$(%0#%+X
P"#"&$/(8*6%0&#2%&2$0#4+$(&04*+(%0&43&

7%"8#2&8$/D%6&#4&08"K%&#+"6%09&14460&"/6&
>+46*(#0&43&%/08"K%6&8"B4*+&"/6&#2%&
h"0#&./6$"&;45>"/?&34+&B*$86$/10&"/6&
%0#"#%0&$/&#2%&("+%&43&#2%&4+1"/$0"#$4/X&
@2%&+%>4+#&"804&64(*5%/#0&#2%&24*0%0&
8$/D%6&#4&#2%&"B48$#$4/&43&08"K%+?&"/6&
("5>"$1/0&"1"$/0#&(484/$"8&4>>+%00$4/X
P+&@"+/?"&;44>%+9&(*+"#4+$"8&"/6&

(488%(#$4/0&6$+%(#4+&"#&#2%&I"#$4/"8&
@+*0#9&0"$6&"#&#2%&#$5%&43&#2%&+%>4+#=0&
>*B8$("#$4/i&k.#=0&4*+&C4B&#4&+%0%"+(29&
$/#%+>+%#&"/6&4>%/8?&02"+%&3*88&"/6&
*>^#4^6"#%&$/34+5"#$4/&"B4*#&4*+&
>8"(%0X&@2$0&$/(8*6%0&$/34+5"#$4/&"B4*#&
(484/$"8$05&"/6&08"K%+?&72%+%&$#&$0&
+%8%K"/#X&@2$0&$0&>"+#&43&("+$/1&34+&4*+&
>+4>%+#$%0&$/&"&2$0#4+$("88?&+%0>4/0$B8%&
"/6&"("6%5$("88?&+4B*0#&7"?X&@2%&74+D&
2%8>0&*0&"88&*/6%+0#"/6&72"#=0&14/%&
B%34+%`&/47&"/6&34+&3*#*+%&1%/%+"#$4/0Xl
L45%&43&#2%&+%0%"+(2&2"0&B%%/&*0%6&

#4&*>6"#%&#2%&#+*0#=0&6$1$#"8&(4/#%/#&"/6&
$0&B%$/1&*0%6&#4&$/34+5&"&+%K$%7&43&
K$0$#4+&$/34+5"#$4/&"/6&$/#%+>+%#"#$4/&"#&
(%+#"$/&>+4>%+#$%0X&@2%&I"#$4/"8&@+*0#&$0&
(4/#$/*$/1&$#0&+%0%"+(2&$/&#2$0&"+%"&"/6&
$0&"804&74+D$/1&7$#2&"/&%G#%+/"8&"6K$04+?&
1+4*>&#4&02">%&3*#*+%&+%0%"+(2X
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in the organisation can see the same 
segmentation of the audience, and now, 
,I,%&'518,'-,'27'H$"0/'54"5'6,,2.'1#57'
54"5'.,38,#5"517#'"#2'-,'4"I,'7#,'
I,%.17#'76'54,'5%$54/X'."&.'\1#0"&A
>5'"'518,'-4,#'8"#&'76'15.'47$.,.'

remain closed, a key challenge for the 
National Trust has been focusing on the 
value of its membership. “The biggest 
thing for my entire team is how we can 
help the organisation to connect in 
deeper ways with our audiences so 
54"5'54,&'-"#5'57'8"1#5"1#'54,1%'
membership while we’re going through 
this tough time and they can’t 
necessarily visit as often as possible.”
T$%1#3'.@%1#3/'54,'1#.1345'5,"8'

subscribed to a tracker run by Kokoro 
(which runs its brand tracker) and 
produced a weekly report on how the 
nation was feeling, which was sent to 
the executive team. 

When the trust began reopening some 
@%7@,%51,./'1#.1345'6%78'54"5'-".'$.,2'
57'4,0@'1#67%8'47-'15'-,#5'"97$5'54,'
process. Safety was the main issue, but 
15'-".'18@7%5"#5'67%'@,7@0,'57'
$#2,%.5"#2'-4"5'8,".$%,.'-,%,'9,1#3'
5"M,#'"#2'47-'15'-".'9,1#3'27#,A'
E7-'-7$02'\1#0"&'.$88"%1.,'4,%'

team’s approach to customer 
experience? Focusing on the 
fundamentals. “We have a phrase 
we use in the insight team: ‘Don’t 
@$5'"'81#5'7#'54,'@1007-'16'54,'.4,,5.'
are dirty.’

“A lot of the properties might spend 
518,'7#'"8"N1#3',I,#5./'9$5'54,'87.5'
18@7%5"#5'541#3'67%'I1.157%.'1.'54"5'54,'
car park is easy to navigate, the toilets 
are close and clean, there’s no litter 
about, that kind of stuff,” says Finlay. 
“If you’ve got dirty sheets, that makes 
people feel like the good stuff isn’t 
54"5'3772AX
<4,'7%3"#1."517#'4".'87%,'54"#'L))'

@%7@,%51,.'"#2'54,'1#.1345'5,"8'$.,.'
<"90,"$'".'"'5770'57'.4"%,'1#.1345'-154'
3,#,%"0'8"#"3,%.'"97$5'-4"5'.5,@.'
they can take to improve their service. 

“Tableau allows us to scale our 
qualitative and quantitative research 
data,” says Finlay. “For example, we 
4"I,'"'.,38,#5"517#'"#2'7$%'541%2=
party data tells us that around a certain 
@%7@,%5&/'-1541#'"'*)=81#$5,'2%1I,'518,'
7%'"'()=81#$5,'2%1I,'518,/'54,%,'"%,'
54,.,'5&@,.'76'@,7@0,/'.7'54,%,67%,'67%'
@%7@,%5&'>/'54,.,'"%,'54,'541#3.'54"5'"%,'
371#3'57'9,'18@7%5"#5'57'&7$%'

audiences. It’s our way of scaling 
,I,%&541#3'-,'27AX
B#'"221517#'57'8,%31#3'15.'H$"0'"#2'

quant research with other data, natural 
language processing is another area of 
focus, and has two purposes for the 
trust, according to Finlay. 

“The first is text analytics – we get a 
lot of qualitative research and we run 
a continuous survey, so we have a lot 
76'5,W5'54"5'-,'-"#5'57'"#"0&.,'"#2'
the data science team is working on 
"'@%73%"88,A'

“The other application – because 
-,'"%,'1#'"#'7%3"#1."517#'54"5'1.'#75'
H$15,'.7'2"5"=015,%"5,'G'B'-7$02'01M,'1.'67%'
@,7@0,'57'9,'"90,'57'".M'"'#"5$%"0'
0"#3$"3,'H$,.517#'"#2'9,'"90,'57'3,5'
54,'1#.1345'54,&'-"#5A'\7%',W"8@0,/'
our director general typing ‘what 
were visitor numbers at a certain 
property last weekend?’ into a search 
bar, and a chart popping up. That, for 
me, is the speed and ease at which I 
-7$02'01M,'1#.1345'57'3,5'7$5'57'54,'%,.5'
76'54,'7%3"#1."517#AX

.,%#)*:&-0)#7;-MN&#?$#H(*k#HE(C*E)W$*$N)*
R($#%H(E*I&.?$*B&#%&*$%*B.TE#,($#%H*%W*
$N#?*(&$#,E)
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X3/9 >::9

"hether  it’s a punk 
@7371#3'"5'"'313/'"'
3754'.5%121#3'1#57'"'
local bar or a guitarist 

.5,@@1#3'7$5'7#'.5"3,/'T%'?"%5,#.'4".'
9,,#'"'.5"@0,'6775-,"%'76'8"#&'
subcultures in the UK in recent decades. 
The iconic brand celebrated its 60th 
birthday last year, and continues to 
be a prominent presence on today’s 
4134'.5%,,5A'
T,.@15,'15.'$#1H$,'077M'"#2'2,I75,2'

6"#9".,/'T%'?"%5,#.'1.'"0-"&.'077M1#3'
to stay relevant for a new audience, and 
insights and market research help keep 
15'7#'54,'6%7#5'6775A

Michelle Faure, head of brand strategy 
"#2'1#.1345.'"5'T%'?"%5,#./'0,"2.'54,'
company’s insight function.  She heads 
up a team of two others, including a 
strategy director who sits on the 
company’s global leadership team. 
<4,'5,"8'4".'#75'"0-"&.'4"2'1#.1345'

in its remit –  it adopted the discipline 

18 months ago,  aft er a request from  the 
company’s chief executive, having 
previously been focused solely  on 
strategy. “We used to do a  bit of 
consumer research within our 
8"%M,51#3'2,@"%58,#5/'9$5'54,%,'
wasn’t an all-seeing insight function,” 
."&.'\"$%,A'

“Starting life as pure strategy meant 
 we circumvented many of the  issues 
I hear so oft en from counterparts in 
other businesses, such as struggling to 
,89,2'1#.1345.'1#57'54,'7%3"#1."517#'7%'
'57'3,5'518,'-154'.,#17%'.5"M,4702,%.A''

“For us it’s the total opposite. Because 
we, alongside other functions, get to  set 
the ‘question’ and then answer it, we 
are very clear on our priorities – we 
know exactly the impact it is going to 
have and we don’t struggle to push 
"#&541#3'54%7$34AX

The challenge has been building a 
foundation of knowledge on which to 
9".,'6$5$%,'.5%"5,3&'A'<41.'1.'"'913'5".M/'

%%!1/0289 7 /9?<932I%%
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G+:6=012%983%H:<9%C098%<%H?<15%98<9%;3<1/%
/:%;F68%9:%/:%;<1I%D3:D@3%>33@/%;:1F;319<@R%
!9%>33@/%D:3906%98<9%C3%<?3%5:012%980/%:1%:F?%

Y-98%H0?985<IJ

."&.'\"$%,/'9$5'54,'5,"8'1.'.8"00/'"310,/'
and has the backing to do it. 

The team works closely together and 
with different functions across the 
company, particularly the chief product 
and marketing officer, the global 
0,"2,%.41@'5,"8/'"#2'54,'8"%M,51#3'"#2'
product departments. 

“We rarely do anything in isolation,” 
Faure says. “Designing projects and 
"#.-,%1#3'54,'H$,.517#.'-,'-"#5'57'
"#.-,%'-100'"0-"&.'9,'27#,'4"#2'1#'
4"#2'-154'54,'754,%'8"1#'2,@"%58,#5'
we are working with. We run the project 
with them, co-create the answer, and 
-7%M'-154'54,8'54%7$34'54,'
implementation. We have this unofficial 
,W5,#2,2'5,"8'54"5'37,.'54%7$347$5'
54,'9$.1#,..AX'

)663//0H0@09I
As a consequence of its origins as a 
.5%"5,3&'2,@"%58,#5/'54,'1#.1345'5,"8'1.'
primarily focused on the medium to 
long term – hence the focus on building 
"'M#7-0,23,'9".,'57'$#2,%.5"#2'54,'
current status quo in retail and fashion. 
This is used to inform major strategic 
decisions, as well as how consumers 
perceive Dr Martens.

The first big project is focused on 
renewing the brand definition, including 
Dr Martens’ purpose, values, the causes 
it supports, its target customers and 
how it communicates. 

“For a company that has been around 
60 years, it is quite a scary prospect,” 
admits Faure. “Rocking the boat with 
a brand that means so much to so 
8"#&'@,7@0,'6,,0.'87#$8,#5"0A'B5'6,,0.'
poetic that we are doing this on our 
K)54'91%542"&AX

This refresh of the brand definition 
includes being more willing to 
showcase its alternative values and 
.@,"M'$@'7#'18@7%5"#5'-7%02'1..$,./'
according to Faure. 

“It is no longer OK to be that passive 
9%"#2'54"5'."&.'`-,'27'54,'9775./'&7$'
do the rest’. We need to show up to '
54,'@"%5&AX'
>27@51#3'I"0$,.'1.'54,',".&'@"%5'G'

embedding them in the company’s 
culture is a different matter. Faure 
,W@0"1#.'54"5'54,'1#.1345.'"#2'.5%"5,3&'

department wants to avoid becoming a 
“bottleneck” for information, so it has 
created a user-friendly dashboard to 
8"M,'54"5'2,.1%,'"'%,"015&'"#2'57'8"M,'
data accessible across the company.

Produced internally, the dashboard '
is updated quarterly and can be '
viewed by everyone. It contains all '
the company’s insight data, including 
consumer profiles, surveys from '
14 markets and people’s views of '
%1I"0'9%"#2.A'
<7'@%7875,'54,'2".497"%2/'"'

roadshow took place across every 
2,@"%58,#5'57'.47-'54,8'47-'57'$.,'
15'"#2'1#5,%@%,5'54,'1#67%8"517#'
"I"10"90,A'?7%,'54"#'*))'47$%.''
were spent in the workshops, which 
were mainly held online because of 
F7I12=*SA'\7007-=$@'-7%M.47@.'-100'9,'
4,02'"##$"00&A

“That was a dramatic shift for 
,I,%&7#,/'#7'8"55,%'-4"5'2,@"%58,#5'
you are in, to have access to that data,” 
Faure says. “We are not precious 
"97$5'.4"%1#3'2"5"A']#0&'3772''
things can come from everyone '
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one-off projects with agencies. The 
company is working with Simon-Kucher 
& Partners on pricing, featuring a survey 
and qualitative focus groups to 
understand consumer opinions on 
value for money and price limitations. 
V"I"#5"/'8,"#-410,/'1.'-7%M1#3'7#'"'

project looking at the brand’s in-store 
experience, which has led to alterations 
to how products are showcased on 
the high street. The research focused on 
T%'?"%5,#.'.57%,.'1#'!"@"#/'54,'Z;'"#2'
the US using a mix of conscious and 
non-conscious techniques – including 
79.,%I"517#'"#2',W15'.$%I,&.A'

Cultural consultancy Loud has worked 
with Dr Martens on a project around 
cultural consciousness, and studied 
54,'3%7-54'@"%"27W/'-4,%,9&'
companies try to retain their original 
I"0$,.'".'54,&'-12,#'54,1%'"@@,"0A'<41.'
resulted in a ‘boot room’ being built 
within Dr Martens’ flagship store in 
Camden, London, which produces 
experiences, videos and audio to 
engage a range of local and global 
communities, and to feed into 
Dr Martens’ campaigns. 

There is also the ongoing project'
-154'V13#'V"0"2/'57',I70I,'54,'
company’s branding and ‘rebellious’ 
18"3,'O.,,'@"#,0YA
\"$%,'."&.'54,%,'1.'@%,..$%,'7#'54,'

company from its traditional fanbase 
– particularly with such a distinctive 
product – and the desire to keep the 
9%"#2'87I1#3'67%-"%2.'1#57'54,'6$5$%,A'

“It is a challenge, in that people are 
.7'@"..17#"5,'"97$5'541.'9%"#2/'
1#5,%#"00&'"#2',W5,%#"00&/X'.4,'."&.A'
“There’s a lot of pressure to not mess 
-154'54,'3,8A'

“Equally, it is really important that we 
8"M,'.$%,'54,'9%"#2'1.'.5100'.5"#21#3'67%'
-4"5'15'.5772'67%/'9$5'1#'"'-"&'54"5'1.'
relevant and meaningful in today’s 
climate. It is trying to bring the magic 
of the past into something that’s 
8,"#1#36$0'572"&AX

The decline in music subcultures 
@7.,.'9754'"'54%,"5'"#2'"#'7@@7%5$#15&A'
Whereas Dr Martens was once – and still 
is – beloved of alternative music scenes, 

4"I1#3'"'915'87%,'M#7-0,23,A'D,7@0,'
can have conversations about insight 
#7-'".'-,'4"I,'5"M,#'54,'518,'57'27'
.78,541#3'547%7$340&'"#2'-,00A'
V78,518,./'-,'4"I,'57'%,81#2'
ourselves how lucky we are to be 
starting a department from scratch, as 
you can design it how you want.”

Once the work on brand definition – 
which is being done in partnership with 
cultural insight agency Sign Salad (see 
panel, ‘Rebelliousness rebooted’) – is 
complete, the focus will be on 
segmenting the company’s customers 
and distribution channels. The hope is 
67%'54,'9$.1#,..'57'$.,'541.'
.,38,#5"517#'".'"'.@%1#397"%2'57'9,'
9702,%'G'67%',W"8@0,/',#.$%1#3'.57%,.'
are able to meet customer expectations. 

"80>9012%50?3690:1
T%'?"%5,#.'"0.7'-7%M.'-154'.,I,%"0'
external insights and research agencies, 
including with its panel provider Toluna 
on a quarterly survey, with Select 
Statistics on consumer segmentation, 
"#2'-154'Z?'7#'8"%M,51#3A'
B#'"221517#/'54,'5,"8'%$#.'"'075'76'
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such as punk or grunge, today’s music 
industry is much less homogenous. 
B5'%,8"1#.'"'47$.,4702'#"8,/'47-,I,%'
– which has been helpful in maintaining 
sales and brand presence during 
F7I12=*S'G'"#2'15'1.'.,,M1#3'57'5"@'1#57'
"'&7$#3,%'3,#,%"517#'87%,'-1001#3'57'
,W@,%18,#5'-154'54,1%'.5&0,A'

“In really scary times, people return to 
54,'9%"#2.'54,&'M#7-'"#2'07I,'G'54,'
9%"#2.'54"5'4"I,'4,%15"3,'"#2',I7M,'
6,,01#3.'76'#7.5"031"/X'\"$%,'."&.A'

“Subcultures today are not what they 
used to be – they barely exist because of 
the fluidity in how people express 
54,8.,0I,.A'B'81345'2%,..'01M,'"'@$#M'
7#,'2"&'"#2'2%,..'1#'"'.$15'54,'#,W5/''
and that’s OK. My expression is not 
97W,2'$@AX'

G!1%?3<@@I%/6<?I%90;3/L%D3:D@3%
?39F?1%9:%983%H?<15/%983I%=1:C%<15%

@:43L%<15%98<9%8<43%83?09<23J

Rebelliousness 
rebooted
Dr Martens’ work on brand definition was 
E5D71MD1NL8ID78OJMN1SMIJ1O7QM5IM4O1LDE1
4CKIC8LK1MDOMXJI1LX7D4R1*MXD1*LKLEF1
#I145DEC4I7E1L1O7QM5IM41LDLKROMO15H1
"81PL8I7DO[1V8LDEMDX1LDE14CKIC8715H1
\87V7KKM5CO1O7KH;7YN87OOM5D]F1$J7187LO5D1
H581E5MDX1IJMOT1^LC871OLROT1SLO1I51O771MH1
IJ71I78Q187O5DLI7E1SMIJ1I5ELR[O1
45DOCQ78O1MD1IJ71OLQ71SLR1IJLI1MI1JLO1SMIJ1
N876M5CO1X7D78LIM5DOF
kc%&2"K%&#2$0&$/(+%6$B8%&2$0#4+?9&2%+$#"1%&

"/6&>"0#9&"/6&0*B(*8#*+%0&+%"88?&>*#&4*+&
B+"/6&4/&#2%&+"6"+&"/6&5"6%&$#&72"#&$#&$0&
#46"?9l&02%&0"?0X&k@2"#&$0&045%#2$/1&#2"#&
024*86&B%&(%8%B+"#%69&B*#&4*+&B+"/6&$0&04&
5*(2&54+%&#2"/&#2"#X&@2%&74+D&7%&"+%&
doing around our brand definition will help 
#4&"+#$(*8"#%&724&#2%&(4/0*5%+0&"+%&7%&
7"/#&#4&#"+1%#Xl&
L$1/&L"8"6&K$0$#%6&#2%&T!9&#2%&TL&"/6&m">"/&

#4&%G>84+%&B44D0#4+%09&+%(+%"#$4/&0>"(%0&"/6&
(*8#*+"8&$/0#$#*#$4/09&"0&7%88&"0&6+$/D$/1&"/6&
%"#$/1&%0#"B8$025%/#0X&.#&"/"8?0%6&
"6K%+#$0$/19&>"(D"1$/1&"/6&>+46*(#0&#4&
6%(46%&247&+%B%88$4*0&0%83^%G>+%00$4/&$0&
(4/0#+*(#%6&"(+400&(*8#*+%0X&

The results identified residual (past), 
645$/"/#&d5"$/0#+%"5e&"/6&%5%+1%/#&
d3*#*+%^3"($/1e&(*8#*+"8&(46%09&#41%#2%+&
7$#2&#2%&K$0*"8&"/6&8$/1*$0#$(&(*%0&43&%"(2X&
Sign Salad defined what ‘rebelliousness’, 
H#2%&0%83=&"/6&H0%83^%G>+%00$4/=&5%"/#&#46"?9&
"/6&5">>%6&4*#&#2%&(46%0&$/#4&72$(2&
Dr Martens fits. 
;*8#*+"8&(4/0($4*0/%00&2"0&B%%/&"&>+$4+$#?&

34+&#2%&(45>"/?&0$/(%&#2%&+%0%"+(29&"/6&
1$K$/1&#%"50&"&(4554/&8"/1*"1%&"/6&
3+"5%74+D0&#2+4*12&72$(2&#4&6%0(+$B%&"/6&
"/"8?0%&#2%$+&74+DX&@2$0&2"0&B%%/&"6">#%6&34+&
/%7&P+&'"+#%/0&>+4C%(#0&"/6&(4/(%>#0&Z&
34+&%G"5>8%9&1%/6%+8%00&0#4+%&8"?4*#0&"+%&
B%$/1&#+$"88%6&$/&"&3%7&84("#$4/09&72$8%&#2%&
(45>"/?&$0&844D$/1&"#&247&H+%B%88$4*0/%00=&
("/&B%&6$0(*00%6&$/&;2$/"&$/&"&7"?&#2"#&$0&
"*#2%/#$(&#4&#2%&B+"/6&"/6&84("8&5"+D%#X
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+eleasing a new product is always fraught with 
risk. Will consumers buy it? Will it challenge 
competitors? And will it be able to maintain its 

8"%M,5'.4"%,'1#'54,'07#3'5,%8_'<%"21517#"00&/'54,'
purchase funnel has been used to explain how people 
shop: awareness of a product or service; interest in the 
type of product; desire for a particular brand; and 
taking action to purchase it. But does this model fit 
7#01#,'.47@@1#3_'

Google and The Behavioural Architects worked to 
update this business model for the 21st century, to 
understand what consumers considered when they 
searched for a new product. The aim was to see how 
those decisions could be influenced and what 
techniques companies should consider using to help 
consumers make the right decision. 

Alistair Rennie, research lead at Google, who 
helped lead the project, says the tech giant has seen 
search data identifying changes in how people shop 
online. “The internet is no longer a tool for comparing 
prices – it has become this tool for comparing 
everything, as people no longer want cheap, they 
want the best,” he says. “That inspired us to think 
about what ‘best’ means to someone – it might mean 
best performance, value, quality, most popular or all 
76'547.,'541#3.AX

To explore these changes further, Google and The 
Behavioural Architects decided to investigate 
shoppers’ behaviour in real life. They collected 
screen-capture video and audio of shoppers in 
action, with participants asked to provide a “stream 
of consciousness” of their thoughts and emotions 
over video, which was then analysed by The 
Behavioural Architects. 

This led to the creation of a model of how people 

H)&2R,2'/A2)0&D'#A&!##."2&%)*&&
7?2&:2?%1/#('%"&H'4?/02403&3#(.?0&&
0#&230%$"/3?&?#C&#)"/)2&3?#,,2'3&
A%J2&,('4?%32&*24/3/#)3I&&
:1"8';"&&'2,#'03

%%XF/013//

make a purchasing decision – what Rennie calls the 
“messy middle”. The model starts with a ‘trigger’ for a 
purchase and ends with the acquisition of a product. 
In between, an infinity loop swirls constantly between 
two concepts: evaluation and exploration. “It’s 
symbolic of the infinite potential of the choice, but 
also a nice way of representing the cyclical 
relationship between the two mental functions,” says 
Rennie. “It was an elegant solution to the issue of how 
you demonstrate the non-linear complexity of 
decision-making without making a complex model.” 

Once Google built the model, the team prioritised 
six key biases that influenced shopping decisions 
the most:
WX  Category heuristics – mental shortcuts that help us 

to make a quick and satisfactory decision within a 
particular category. For example, when buying a 
camera, people will focus on the number of 
megapixels it has to help streamline their decision 
and reduce the amount of information influencing 
the purchase.

LX  Authority bias – the tendency to alter opinions 
or behaviour to match someone considered to 
be an expert in the subject, such as an economist 
or a scientist.

YX  Social proof – copying the behaviour and actions of 
other people in ambiguous or uncertain situations, 
such as following reviews or four- or five-star ratings.

ZX''D7-,%'76'#7-'G'@,7@0,'-"#5'57'4"I,'541#3.'
188,21"5,0&/'%"54,%'54"#'-"151#3'67%'54,8A'\7%'
,W"8@0,/'1#.5"#5'27-#07"2.'7%'(C=47$%'2,01I,%&A

[X  Scarcity bias – the rarer the item, the more 
desirable it becomes. This could be either time 

ZF3/90:1
43&H0</
<
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9%"#2'4"2'"'Q(J'8"%M,5'.4"%,A'<41.'%,I,%.,2'1#'
the study when the second-choice brand was 
“supercharged”, and the fake brand was even 
"90,'57'3"1#'L)J'76'54,'8"%M,5'-4,#'"00'.1W'91".,.'
-,%,'"@@01,2A'

Rennie acknowledges that the fake product had the 
advantage of not needing to be created and marketed 
in reality. But he says the results show how brands 
could seek to gain – or retain – market share by 
understanding more about how their consumers shop.

“When people have so much choice and information, 
15'1.'"97$5'$#2,%.5"#21#3'-4"5'1.'%,"00&'18@7%5"#5'57'"'
shopper when it comes to making a decision,” he says. 
“If you really understand the customer, you can help 
them make a really efficient decision. And by making 
an efficient decision, you should end up with some 
really efficient marketing.”
\7%'9$.1#,..,./'54,'872,0'1.'"'.5"%51#3'@71#5'57'

adapting their marketing, with the aim of securing a 
3%,"5,%'.4"%,'76'54,'8"%M,5'7%'
cementing existing hegemony. But 
P,##1,'."&.'541.'.47$02'9,'27#,'-154'
the consumer in mind. The research 
highlights three implications for 
brands: to interact with customers 
-410,'54,&'"%,',I"0$"51#3'"#2''
exploring potential purchases; to '
"@@0&'9,4"I17$%"0'91".,.'57'31I,'
.47@@,%.'54,'1#67%8"517#'"#2'

reassurance they need to complete a purchase; '
and to optimise site speed, user experience, and 

onsite messaging to shorten the distance 
between trigger and purchase.

“The best way for a brand to build value 
6%78'541.'1#.1345'1.'57'$.,'15'57'4,0@'

shoppers and consumers,” Rennie says. 
“We firmly believe if you get that right, 

it is a win-win – more effective 
decision-making, and more 

effective marketing.”

limited, quantity limited or access limited.
\X  Power of free – demand for products is greater at £0 

than almost any price above it.

The Behavioural Architects and Google then tested 
those six biases with consumers. To do so, they 
created a shopping simulation, with shoppers asked 
to share their first and second favourite brands from a 
selection within a specific category. Consumers then 
accessed a site displaying each of the brands’ logos 
"#2'.$@@0,8,#5"%&'1#67%8"517#A'<4,'.$@@0,8,#5"%&'
information was changed to reflect the six biases. In 
total, 31,000 shoppers were involved, with 1,000 
people recruited for 31 different product categories, 
ranging from whisky to car insurance. The participants 
were online shoppers who had recently used Google 
and Amazon to browse products and not yet 
completed a purchase. The researchers found that 
2,@07&1#3'54,'.1W'91".,./',154,%'1#21I12$"00&'7%'"00'
together, led to a switch from the first 
to the second-choice brand.

To further test the effectiveness of 
the biases, the team created a 
fictional new product and set it in 
competition against established 
brands. “We took the brand away, 
made a product up and saw how it 
did,” says Rennie. “We weren’t 
expecting to disrupt preferences the 
-"&'-,'212AX

The fake products were priced at the market 
average, as price is a major driver of shopper 
behaviour outside the control of behavioural 
science. The team found that when the fake 
brand was “supercharged” – meaning it 
4"2'"00'.1W'91".,.'"@@01,2'57'15'G'15'-".'
able to attract customers who 
@%,I17$.0&'7@5,2'67%'54,1%'
first-choice brand. For example, 
the first-choice mobile phone 

G!>%I:F%?3<@@I%F153?/9<15%
983%6F/9:;3?L%I:F%6<1%
83@D%983;%;<=3%<%?3<@@I%

efficient decision”
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43,"8$/54"-$!43"51!7,"43,":$8"9$1!4"1!"#&/730"
".,7&D5,"$6"/,!,8,%"6,&/5"$6"&"5,7$!%"8&+,"&!%"145"
,7$!$-17"1-9&74"$!"\$.5"&!%"2/$8430"&51%,"6/$-"

43,"D!SD&!4161&.:,"3D-&!"7$54E
T3'"8,/,"43,"-&/L,45"5D/9/15,%^"H3,"T$/:%"d,&:43"

</2&!1]&41$!"WTd<Y"3&%"&:/,&%'"8&/!,%0"$!7,"14"%,7:&/,%"
@$+1%ABC"&"2:$.&:"9&!%,-17"$!"BB""#&/730"43&4"14"8$D:%""9/$.&.:'"
:&54"&".$D4"Bp"-$!435E"H315"6$/,7&54"8&5",=4/&9$:&4,%"6/$-"43,"
,=9,/1,!7,"$6"43,"I9&!153"6:D0"83173":&54,%"48$"',&/5"WBCBpA"(FY0"
.D4"&:5$"4"$$L"1!4$"7$!51%,/&41$!"43,"&%+&!7,"$6"4,73!$:$2'"&!%"
3D-&!"%,+,:$9-,!4"1!"43,",!5D1!2"7,!4D/'E"
I1-1:&/:'0"43,"g,%,/&:"Q,5,/+,"8&/!,%"1!",&/:'"5D--,/"43&4"

43,"9&43"$6"43,",7$!$-'"8$D:%"6$::$8"43,"9&43"$6"43,"
9&!%,-170"83173""8&5"D!7,/4&1!"&!%"D!9/,%174&.:,E"I$0"!$"
5D/9/15,"43,/,",143,/E"c,4"43,"-&/L,45"
8,/,"59$$L,%"&!%"54&/4:,%E"V$"
612D/,0"&5"43,'"5&'"I4&4,51%,E
>4"43,"4$9"$6",+,/'"7'7:,0"1!+,54$/5"

4&:L"$6"&"!,8"R9&/&%12-"53164K0"83173"
tries to explain why ‘it’s diff erent this 
41-,K"G"43,"6$D/"-$54",=9,!51+,"
8$/%5"1!"43,"1!+,54-,!4":,=17$!E"UD4"
is it ever diff erent?  In 1987, the land 
$!"83173"43,"J-9,/1&:"e&:&7,"1!"
H$L'$"54&!%5"8&5"+&:D,%"&4"-$/,"43&!"43,"/,&:",54&4,"$6"43,"
83$:,"$6"@&:16$/!1&0"43,!"43,"8$/:%K5"51=43A:&/2,54",7$!$-'E"
H3&4"150"D!41:"43,".D..:,".D/54"&!%0"-$/,"43&!")F"',&/5":&4,/0"
o&9&!"15"541::"9:&'1!2"7&473"D9E"
I1-1:&/:'0"1!"(FFF0"#17/$5$64"&!%"43,"%$47$-5"8,/,"+&:D,%"&4"

-$/,"43&!"43,"2/$55"%$-,5417"9/$%D74"$6"43,"83$:,"$6"43,"
J!%1&!"5D.7$!41!,!4E"J!"(F(F0"#17/$5$64"15"541::"D9"43,/,"8143"43,"
.,54"$6"43,"g>>*V5"Wg&7,.$$L0">-&]$!0">99:,0"*,46:1=0"&!%"
V$$2:,"$8!,/">:93&.,4Y0".D4"J!%1&"3&5"6&/"$D454/199,%"&!%"
$+,/4&L,!"&::"43,".D54"%$47$-5E"*$"5D/9/15,"43,/,0"/,&::'E
J!"(F(F0">99:,"8&5"8$/43"-$/,"43&!"43,"83$:,"$6"43,"gHIP"

BFF"1!%,=E"d$8"7&!"43&4".,^"T,::0"g$$451,K5".122,54"7$!5414D,!45"
G"43,".&!L5"&!%"$1:"&!%"/,5$D/7,"7$-9&!1,5"G"3&+,".,,!"314"
3&/%".'"&"9,/6,74"54$/-E"H3,"-&/L,4"15"7$!7,/!,%"&.$D4"
43,":,+,:"$6"43,".&!L5K".&%A%,.4"9/$+151$!50"43,"1-9&74"$6":$8"

1!4,/,54"/&4,5"$!"43,1/".D51!,55"-$%,:50"&!%"43,"/,2D:&4$/"
81433$:%1!2"43,1/"%1+1%,!%"9&'-,!45E"H3,":&44,/"9$1!4"-&L,5"
them  ‘uninvest able’, eff ectively. 
#,&!831:,0"43,"$1:"-&\$/5"3&+,".,,!"314".'"43,"1-9&74"$!"
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value. If, say, Google was to spin-off  
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Alibaba Group in 2014 and valued at ‘only’ $45bn in 2015. 
Ant Group was due to undertake an initial public off ering (IPO) 
in Shanghai and Hong Kong in early November, before the 
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B omen are 50 per cent more likely to 
be misdiagnosed aft er a heart attack 
because they have diff erent 

symptoms to men, while, on average, they receive 
"'21"3#7.'1.'67%'21"9,5,.'CAL'&,"%.'0"5,%A'\7%'-78,#'
suff ering from endometriosis, it can take an 
"I,%"3,'76'QAL'&,"%.'57'9,'21"3#7.,2A'''

 There are still glaring inequalities when it comes 
57'54,'4,"054'76'-78,#''G'1#'47-'15'1.'$#2,%.5772/'
discussed and treated. 

 Caroline Criado Perez’s book @8A&,&B./$0)C/8/'
 published  in 2019, laid bare the problems caused 
by a lack of sex-disaggregated data, from heart 
attacks being misdiagnos ed to car-safety systems 
 not tak ing  account of women’s measurements. 

It is one thing to recognise that an area of health 

needs more research, investment, solutions and 
awareness, but another to identify exactly what 
the needs are within that. This was the issue facing 
the Health Tech Hive, a network of policy-makers, 
entrepreneurs, engineers, academics and 
competitors, set up with the aim of building 
technology solutions to health challenges. 

Established in response to what co-founders 
Jasmine Eskenzi and Brigitte West saw as an 
increasingly siloed health-technology space, the 
group  focused its attention on women’s health as 
a key challenge because of a general awareness 
that there was a “massive data gap”, says Eskenzi. 
“Men’s bodies are seen as the status quo. It’s time 
we changed this.”

&H&30(*;&#D&#)"/)2&4#)12'3%0/#)3&
%$#(0&?2%"0?&%)*&C2""$2/).&?%3&
?2",2*&&A%,&0?2&34%"2&#D&0?2&*%0%&
gap aff ecting women. 
:;&Katie McQuater
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women’s bodies, including conditions such as 
,#278,5%17.1./'@,%18,#7@"$.,/'8,#7@"$.,'"#2'
polycystic ovary syndrome, as well as issues such 
as fertility  – including miscarriage  – vulvic pain, 
54%$.4'"#2'.,W$"0'@0,".$%,A'

The research also fl agged  conditions that aff ect 
everyone, but  for which the impact on women is 
under-researched or unknown:  noncommunicable 
or chronic diseases (NCDs); heart disease; 
osteoporosis and joint conditions; auto-immune 
diseases; diabetes; weight; incontinence; cognitive 
decline; Covid-19 and mental health.

Discover. ai  mapped these issues against what it 
termed ‘macro causes’ – eight hypotheses  for why 
3"@.',W1.5'1#'2"5"A'<4,.,'%"#3,2'6%78'-78,#'
being disbelieved by medical professionals and 
the way in which pain is considered in women, to 
the assumption that women are ‘small men’ and 
that any data already held is suff icient. 

Following the research, the Health Tech Hive is 
-7%M1#3'-154'I"%17$.'1#I,.58,#5'3%7$@.'57'"..,..'
the current gaps in investment and identify where 
quality is lacking, in terms of health technology, 
"%7$#2'54,'I"%17$.'4,"054'#,,2.A'

“It might be that there is no funding going into 
a particular area, or that there is a massive gap in 
the academic work,” says Eskenzi.
<4,'1#151"51I,'"0.7'47@,.'57'-7%M'-154'87%,'

partners to create working groups around each 
of the areas identifi ed within the research. Eskenzi 
was struck by the scale of the issue. 

“We had known this was a big problem, but this 
was not a clinical tick-box study ; this was going 
into forums and [gathering data on] what is being 
spoken candidly about among women. 

“There is just so much we need to do. We really 
need to take this research and scream it from the 
rooft ops that there is a massive issue here. We 
#,,2'57'@$5'6$#21#3'9,41#2'15'['-,'#,,2'57'@$5'
81#2.'9,41#2'15'G'-,'#,,2'57'"22%,..'15A'

“Women have been dismissed by so many 
doctors, been told ‘it’s part of life’. It’s been far too 
long that women haven’t been heard.”

 While the existence of a data gap was known, 
however, the scale of the gap – and the conditions 
and issues aff ecting women as a result of it – were 
unclear.  So, the Health Tech Hive partnered with 
Discover.ai to conduct research on the topic. 

They us ed artifi cial intelligence to undertake a 
qualitative analysis of a range of online sources of 
conversations between women, including forums, 
social media, advice columns and blogs. The 
research combined language from 251 sources 
across 19 sourcing areas and two markets  – the UK 
and the US. It aimed to uncover cultural insights 
"#2'.57%1,.'54"5'-7$02',W"81#,'54,'$#8,5'#,,2.'
in the area of women’s health, and identify target 
areas for future research and strategies. 

An academic literature review would not have 
-7%M,2'67%'54,'@$%@7.,.'76'12,#516&1#3'-4"5'54,'
1#I1.190,'#,,2.'-,%,/'67%'54,'.18@0,'%,".7#'54"5'
there is not enough existing research. “You’re 
trying to work out what people haven’t been 
doing research on,” says Hannah Marcus, strategist 
at Discover. ai. 

“We thought that by going to these online 
spaces where people are choosing to talk about 
what’s happening to them – that might be in a 
health space or an adjacent space – we’d get 
spontaneous and unmoderated stories and voices 
across diff erent online spaces, and see how we 
could bring them together.”
<4,'"#"0&.1.'2%,-'1#.1345'6%78'.78,'.$%@%1.1#3'

places. “Goodreads is an interesting source of data. 
If you’ve got a book talking about a data gap, 
 such as @8A&,&B./$0)C/8, a lot of people’s reviews 
-100'5"0M'"97$5'-4&'15'%,.7#"5,2'-154'54,8'"#2'
their experiences . Suddenly, you’ve got this 
.@7#5"#,7$.'%,.@7#.,'57'"'5,W5/'"#2'-,'5%1,2'57'
capture a lot of it.”

For a subject matter as broad as women’s health, 
managing the potential scale of the project was 
challenging, says Marcus. There were multiple 
possible areas on which to focus , and the research 
needed to be as comprehensive as possible 
-1547$5'9,1#3'7I,%-4,081#3A

“We had some quite interesting conversations 
about how much we should talk about cancer, 
for example,” says Marcus. “That’s obviously 
a very big area, but also one that has research 
and funding. It’s not as completely un researched 
1#'54,'."8,'-"&.AX

Birth control was another topic that came under 
scrutiny, says Marcus. “That is a real area of tech 
innovation – but not a condition in and of itself.”

In the end, the research had two areas of focus . 
 First , the needs specifi cally aff ecting people with 
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city’s energy inefficiency. :1"8';"&&'2,#'03

A limate change is one of the world’s most 
pressing issues, particularly the need to 
reduce carbon footprints to bring global 

heating under greater control. Around 22% of the 
UK’s carbon emissions come from our homes, 
according to the Energy Saving Trust, and data can 
be used to help promote energy efficiency in our 
properties, reduce carbon emissions and inform 
37I,%#8,#5',#I1%7#8,#5"0'.5%"5,31,.A

To do this, the data needs to be accessible and 
comprehensive. Steve Evans, senior fellow at the 
Z#1I,%.15&'F700,3,':7#27#'^#,%3&'B#.515$5,/'
helped design the London Building Stock Model, 
which aims to provide energy usage data in an 
,".10&'213,.5190,'67%8A'
<4,'872,0'1.'2,.13#,2'57'.47-'54,',#,%3&'

efficiency of every building in London, 
explains Evans. This can then help 
"$547%151,.'$#2,%.5"#2'-4,%,'
improvements are required, and which 
"%,".'76':7#27#'.5%$330,'54,'87.5'-154'
energy efficiency and fuel poverty. “If you don’t know 
what the current situation is, you have nowhere to 
start from,” he adds. “In a way, this model is a ‘base 
case’ for what has got to be improved upon.”

The model was commissioned by the Greater 
London Authority (GLA) as part of the city’s attempts 
to become zero carbon by 2050. Designing the 
model took two years, and it is accessible to 
the public. A more comprehensive version is available 
for the GLA and other organisations that require 
access to it.

It works by showing an interactive map of data on 
every domestic and non-domestic property in all 33 
London boroughs. This includes the age of buildings, 
as well as their proportions, construction materials, 
servicing systems, and the nature of activities on each 
floor of commercial and public buildings. Each 
building also has an energy efficiency grading. The 
model can then show how energy efficiency is 
improving, stagnating or declining in the city, and 
where pockets of fuel poverty exist.

Building a 3D model of every building in London 
was complicated, Evans says. The current approach 
is based on Ordnance Survey data, information on 
business rates, Environment Agency data on flood 
%1.M.'"#2'1#67%8"517#'6%78'54,':"#2'P,31.5%&A'^#,%3&'
performance data and display energy certificates, 
published by central government, are also used to 
show which buildings have roof insulation, how they 
are heated, and whether double glazing is in place, 
among other things. The model shows much of 
London is mid-terrace, pre-WWII, with a grade D 
environmental rating and lacking double glazing.

“Once you get to this point, you have a lot of 
data – that’s not necessarily what some companies 
would call big data, but it is pretty complex and 
difficult to manage easily,” says Evans. “But the key 
541#3'67%'$.'1.'15'"00'@$00.'573,54,%'7#'"'8"@'G'15'-7%M.'
573,54,%'.@"51"00&A'<4,'.$8'1.'6"%'3%,"5,%'54"#'54,'
individual parts in what we have created.”

The scale of doing this project for a city of almost 
nine million people is challenging; one of the big 
issues, Evans says, is the diversity of London’s 
buildings, with businesses, flats, Victorian terraces 
and modern apartments often co-existing in similar 
places. “Buildings can be very mixed in their use,” 
he adds. “Sometimes, in new developments, this is 
1#5,#517#"0/'9$5'67%'8"#&'@"%5.'76':7#27#'541.'1.'

economic forces at work, as people 
convert houses into flats or rent 
"97I,'"'.47@A'<41.'8"M,.'15'

difficult for us to categorise a building 
".'"'-470,AX'
<4,%,'-".'"0.7'54,'5%7$90,'76'

"33%,3"51#3'54,'2"5"'G'.47-1#3/'67%'
example, the energy rating for an entire block 

of flats as well as the individual buildings. 
>221517#"00&/'7#0&'"'541%2'76'9$1021#3.'1#':7#27#'

have an energy performance certificate (EPC), so 
the team had to predict EPC ratings for houses by 
comparing them with similar buildings. 
<4,%,'4".'9,,#'1#5,%,.5'1#'54,'872,0'6%78'754,%'

world cities, as well as towns and cities in the UK, 
^I"#.'."&.A'<4,'5,"8'1.'-7%M1#3'7#'"'.,@"%"5,'.70"%'
potential 3D model of London, to help identify 
where solar panels could be encouraged, and 
further alterations to the housing stock model could 
uncover additional data. 

“With the climate emergency, there’s a realisation 
that tools such as this are really needed to focus our 
efforts,” adds Evans. “Years ago, there wasn’t the 
2"5"'57'27'541.'.7%5'76'541#3/'9$5'54,%,'1.'87%,'2"5"'
sitting in central government that would make the 
model better. We’re hoping it will engage the public 
-154'-4"5'#,,2.'57'9,'27#,'57'18@%7I,'54,',#,%3&'
efficiency of buildings.”
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chances are we have a few butterflies in our 
stomach about how things will pan out. In fact, 

if you aren’t anxious about something significant, 
one might surmise you don’t really care about 
the outcome.

When it comes to buying products, marketers 
8"&'541#M'"#W1,5&'1.'54,'0".5'541#3'54,&'-"#5'57'9,'
associated with their product. However, a new 
@"@,%'6%78'B8@,%1"0'F700,3,':7#27#',W@07%,.'54,'
link between hope and anxiety in the context of 
product adoption, finding that people who 
experience strong anxiety about purchasing a new 
product – but who also feel hopeful about its 
potential to fit their goals or expectations – are more 
01M,0&'57'9$&'15A

In the paper, the researchers make two 
hypotheses: that consumers’ intentions to adopt 
a new product are greatest when hope and anxiety 
are both strong; and that people’s ‘action planning’ 
and perceived control over product outcomes 
mediate the effects of strong hope and anxiety on 
new product adoption. 

“Hope is a positive emotion studied in the 
marketing field, but we found that, when we have 
.5%7#3'47@,/'-,'"0.7'4"I,'"891I"0,#5'6,,01#3.'
such as anxiety,” says Yu-Ting Lin, teaching and 
research associate in marketing at Imperial 
College Business School, discussing the 
background to the research. 

“For example, with a cosmetic service, when we 
have a strong hope that we want to become more 
9,"$516$0/'"5'54,'."8,'518,'-,'"0.7'4"I,'"315"51#3'
6,,01#3.'"97$5'-4,54,%'-,'.47$02'37'"4,"2'7%'#75A'
B#'%,"015&/'8"#&'@,7@0,'.5100'37'"4,"2/'.7'-,'6,05'54"5'
541.'@4,#78,#7#'-".'1#5%13$1#3AX
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The first field study, sponsored by the Bill & Melinda 
Gates Foundation, tested the researchers’ first 
hypothesis in the context of health – examining the 
intention of respondents to adopt a medication 
called ‘pre-exposure prophylaxis’, designed to 
protect people from contracting the human 
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immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and acquired immune 
deficiency syndrome (Aids).
B@.7.'?7%1'3"54,%,2'54,'2"5"'67%'54,'.5$2&'-154'

respondents in eight countries who were deemed to 
be at high risk of contracting HIV/Aids. Participants 
were given a description of the medication and 
".M,2'"97$5'54,1%'6,,01#3.'"97$5'15/'".'-,00'".'54,1%'
willingness to use it. The researchers differentiated 
anxiety from other emotions by including questions 
about fear of contracting HIV/Aids and whether they 
would find it embarrassing to take the medication. 
<4,&'67$#2'54"5'6,,01#3'"#W17$.'"97$5'54,'4,"054'
consequences of the medication modestly 
correlated with both fear and embarrassment.

The more participants hoped that the medication 
would offer ‘goal-congruent’ life outcomes – that is, 
be conducive to a goal they want to achieve – the 
87%,'@7.151I,'-,%,'54,1%'1#5,#517#.'57'"27@5'15A'
>.'6,,01#3.'76'47@,'3%,-/'.5%7#3,%'"#W1,5&'"0.7'4"2'
a positive impact on people’s intentions to adopt 
54,'2%$3A'

In the second study, researchers surveyed 
managers attending an executive education 

"9?:12%>33@012/%:>%H:98%8:D3%<15%
anxiety led people to consider how 
9:%<680343%983%:F96:;3%983I%C<19
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something. We mostly looked at products where 
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first place, but where there was also room for 
anxiety to co-exist.”

The researchers found that strong feelings of both 
hope and anxiety led people to ‘action plan’ or 
mentally consider how to achieve the outcome they 
want from a product while avoiding consequences 
that cause anxiety – for example, reading usage 
instructions carefully or asking friends. This 
planning could lead to increased feelings of control 
and, therefore, improve new product adoption, the 
research suggests.

!.B98+:,8-;"
If consumers are known to be anxious about the 
potential outcomes of new products – for example, 
the side-effects of a medicine – there is an 
opportunity to build on that, according to the 
researchers. Lin says: “If market research reveals 
that consumers have strong anxiety about 
outcomes from new product adoption, our research 
informs current practice that, rather than 
downplaying anxiety, marketing communications 
might position the product or service offering 
"%7$#2'.5%7#3'47@,'G'54"5'1./'18@7%5"#5/'2,.1%"90,'
outcomes from the new product are possible.” 

Conversely, if research shows that people have 
strong hopes for a product, but low anxiety, 
marketers could provide information designed to 
heighten anxiety about potential outcomes of 
adopting the product – for example, by adding 
warning labels or disclaimers.

This is not about frightening consumers, however. 
“When anxiety is alone, our human intuition is to 
avoid this threatening stimuli, so they wouldn’t 
want to pursue the product at all – but, when hope 
kicks in, the negative impacts of anxiety on new 
product adoption decrease,” says Lin. 

For Andreas Eisingerich, professor of marketing at 
Imperial College Business School, the most 
encouraging finding of the research is that anxiety 
is not always a bad thing. “Strong anxiety, when 
paired with strong hope, can lead to greater levels 
of perceived control and that’s because people have 
action planning,” he says. “Anxiety does not always 
4"I,'57'9,'9"2'-4,#'@"1%,2'-154'.5%7#3'47@,'G'54,'
.5%7#3'47@,'4".'57'9,'54,%,AX
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skin-peel product. 

Participants were asked to read fictitious 
social media comments, ostensibly from two 
product users, about its potential outcomes. 
One was focused on goal-congruent outcomes 
(clear, beautiful skin) and another on goal-
incongruent outcomes – for example, negative 
skin reactions. 

The researchers created four versions of the 
‘social media comment’ to evoke either weak hope, 
.5%7#3'47@,/'-,"M'"#W1,5&'7%'.5%7#3'"#W1,5&A'
Participants were randomly assigned to one of 
the four conditions and then informed that they 
could receive $4 as compensation, which they 
could use to buy a sample of the product at the end 
16'54,&'-"#5,2A'

A third study was conducted to determine 
whether the effects were replicated with another 
product – an energy drink – and by inducing 
feelings of anxiety via product disclaimers and 
social media comments. 
F"%%1,2'7$5'-154'@7.53%"2$"5,'.5$2,#5./'54,'.5$2&'

again asked participants whether they would like to 
purchase a sample – this time after they had read 
advertising disclaimers about the energy drink’s 
potential side-effects and purported online reviews.

Lin says: “We were most interested in products 
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colleagues. Sludge can be an off-putting term, but framing an 
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[ %$.5'1.'"#'18@7%5"#5'1#3%,21,#5'67%'-7%M1#3'
effectively and successfully online. 
Nevertheless, it is often reported as one of 

the key challenges of virtual work. 
With virtual teams, work can take place 

anywhere, anytime, while the use of different 
communication technologies enables dispersed 
employees to work on joint projects. 
<41.'67%8'76'-7%M'1.'#75'#,-/'9$5'$@'$#510'

recently it was a choice. For organisations, it was a 
-"&'57'9%1#3'5"0,#5,2'1#21I12$"0.'573,54,%/'
regardless of their location, to collaborate on joint 
projects; for individuals, it was a preference to 
work flexibly, both in time and space. With 
Covid-19, and because of the ongoing lockdowns, 
virtual project teams have become a necessity – 
an enforced way of organising and, often, the only 
67%8'76'-7%M'"%%"#3,8,#5'67%'8"#&'@%76,..17#"0.'
"#2'7%3"#1."517#.A'

Trust has been found by several scholars to be 
crucial for the success of virtual project teams. It 
has been specifically stated that virtuality requires 

B'.%)/3%0/#)3&%)*&/)*/1/*(%"3&
4%)&0%J2&%&D2C&J2;&302,3&0#&
*212"#,&0'(30&/)&1/'0(%"&02%A3G&
/)4"(*/).&3200/).&4"2%'&,'#c240&
.#%"3G&3%;3&+1M1'D"#5,01
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5%$.5'57'8"M,'15'-7%MA'>.'F4"%0,.'E"#2&/'"'
8"#"3,8,#5'"$547%/'."12'1#'*SSL/'15'1.'$#-1.,'57'
5%$.5'@,7@0,'&7$'27'#75'M#7-/'-47.,'-7%M'&7$'
4"I,'#75'.,,#/'"#2'-47'&7$'27'#75'M#7-'"%,'
committed to a project. Yet he also said if we are 
to enjoy the benefits of virtual teams, we have to 
5%$.5'87%,A'
\7%'E"#2&/'"'-"&'57'2,I,07@'5%$.5'7#01#,'-".'9&'

promoting face-to-face meetings among the 
21.@,%.,2'5,"8'8,89,%.A'E7-,I,%/'541.'8"&'#75'
always be possible because of budget, time and 
current travel restrictions, for example. So, the 
H$,.517#'54"5'B'4"I,'9,,#'".M1#3'1#'8&'7-#'
investigations is: how does trust develop within 
virtual project teams? 

After a series of qualitative case studies and 
1#5,%I1,-.'-154'I1%5$"0'5,"8'8,89,%.'1#'
organisations across different sectors and of varied 
sizes – including small firms and large 
multinationals – I have come across teams that 
experienced high trust and others that experienced 
07-'5%$.5A'Z#.$%@%1.1#30&/'8,89,%.'5"0M,2'
enthusiastically about the former, but shared their 
6%$.5%"517#'"5'9,1#3'@"%5'76'54,'0"55,%A'

Based on my research in this area, I argue that 
5%$.5/'-4,54,%'4134'7%'07-/'1.'.15$"5,2'1#'54,'
interactions between virtual team members. So, 
8&'@7.1517#'1.'54"5'15'1.'-1541#'54,.,'I1%5$"0'5,"8'
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interactions – which are primarily technology-
mediated – that trust could flourish (or diminish). 
As such, in this context, it is important to 
communicate competencies, roles and 
responsibilities, because these add clarity, as well 
as an awareness and appreciation of who is who 
and their involvement in the project.
P,.@7#.1I,#,..'1.'"0.7'I15"0['-4,#'8,89,%.'27'

#75'%,.@7#2'57',8"10.'-154'#7',W@0"#"517#'".'57'
why, this causes frustration and misunderstanding, 
which would then lead to mistrust. 

My research has also shown that there are 
different factors that can contribute to trust 
development within virtual project teams. These 
point to the significance of shared goals, power 
positioning and e-leadership in influencing trust 
development within teams, collectively reinforcing 
the view that virtual collaborations require trust 
"87#3'54,'21.@,%.,2'5,"8'8,89,%.'1#'7%2,%'57'
be effective. 

First, the availability of clear project goals – as 
-,00'".'"#'"-"%,#,..'76'54,'37"0.'"87#3'5,"8'
members and the extent to which these are known 
and shared – have an effect on trust development. 
In relation to this, the process of jointly 
constructing project team goals holds significant 
value, as it may provide the ‘glue’ to hold team 
8,89,%.'573,54,%'07#3',#7$34'57'8"M,'@7..190,'
54,'2,I,07@8,#5'76'8$5$"0'5%$.5'7#01#,A'

Second, my studies found that, in high-trust 
virtual teams, power differentials do not 
disappear; instead, power shifts from one member 
to another throughout the life-cycle of a project, 
2,@,#21#3'7#'15.'@4".,.'"#2'%,H$1%,8,#5.A'T71#3'
so shows appreciation for the unique expertise 
"#2'5"0,#5'54"5'1#21I12$"0'8,89,%.'9%1#3'57'54,'
virtual project. Interviewees described the power 
-1541#'54,1%'5,"8'".'7%131#"51#3'6%78'M#7-0,23,'
"#2'#75,2'54"5/'"5'"#&'31I,#'@71#5'1#'518,/'54,'
87.5'@7-,%6$0'-".'54,'1#21I12$"0'-154'54,'87.5'
%,0,I"#5'1#67%8"517#A'
<41%2/'54,'%70,'"#2'9,4"I17$%'76'54,'I1%5$"0'

project leader has been shown to be a significant 
resource in promoting trust and supporting 
employee engagement during the various project 
stages. In our study of a temporary virtual project, 
the leader’s support was in the form of giving 

direction, showing empathy, and offering feedback 
and encouragement, with the aim of keeping 
,8@07&,,.'8751I"5,2'"#2'1#67%8,2'"97$5'54,'
progress of the project.

Ultimately, frequent virtual interactions, with a 
combination of synchronous and asynchronous 
means of communication throughout the 
life-cycle of a virtual project team, are important 
while taking account of project requirements at 
different stages. 

E-leaders should facilitate multiway 
communication, encourage silent members to 
contribute to discussions, have one-to-one 
8,,51#3./'"#2'3,5'57'M#7-'1#21I12$"0'8,89,%.'
"#2'54,1%'#,,2.A'>97I,'"00/'15'1.'54,'H$"015&'#75'54,'
quantity of communication that will help to 
2,I,07@'5%$.5'"#2'97#21#3A'
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I !"I,94,-.,/"(F(F0"43,"[,9&/4-,!4"6$/"[1214&:0"@D:4D/,0"
Media & Sport (DCMS) published the UK National Data 
I4/&4,2'E"J4"15"&":&/2,A57&:,"%$7D-,!4"8143"&"+,/'"

54/&12346$/8&/%"$.\,741+,N"4$"/,6:,74"43,"$99$/4D!141,5"&!%"
73&::,!2,5"$6"$D/"!,8"3'9,/A%1214&:"8$/:%0"8,123"43,"9/1$/141,5"
and potential trade-offs of data in a deliberate and evidence-
based way, and, above all, drive growth in the UK economy and 
9$8,/"145"/,7$+,/'"6/$-"@$+1%ABCE"
I,7/,4&/'"$6"54&4,"<:1+,/"[$8%,!"5,45"&!"1-9$/4&!4"6/&-,8$/L"

6$/"43,"9D.:17&41$!"1!"315"6$/,8$/%N"83,!"3,".,7&-,"%1214&:"
5,7/,4&/'0"3,"+$8,%"4$".,"_D!&53&-,%:'"9/$A4,73`"W315"8$/%50"
!$4"-1!,E"J"8$D:%".,"&5L1!2"SD,541$!5"5D73"&5N"_e/$A4,730"&5"
$99$5,%"4$"83&4^"e/$A&!&:$2D,^"T3&4"%$"'$D"5,,"&5"43,"
&!4143,515"$6"9/$A4,73^"e/$A9/1+&7'"&!%"%&4&"9/$4,741$!^"
e/$A7$-9,4141$!"&!%"&!414/D54^`YE"d,"5,,5"43,"54/&4,2'"&5"5,,L1!2"
4$"-&1!4&1!"43,"3123"8&4,/-&/L"$6"%&4&"
D5,"5,4"%D/1!2"43,"9&!%,-170"&!%"4$"6/,,"
D9".D51!,55,5"&!%"$/2&!15&41$!5"4$"L,,9"
D51!2"%&4&"4$"1!!$+&4,0",=9,/1-,!4"&!%"
_%/1+,"&"!,8",/&"$6"2/$843`"W&2&1!0"315"
8$/%50"!$4"-1!,E"#1!,"8$D:%"4,!%"4$"
D!%,/:1!,"43,",=7,941$!&:14'0"59,71&:14'"
&!%"9,7D:1&/14'"$6"43,"D5,"$6"%&4&"%D/1!2"
43,"9&!%,-17E">:5$0"83&4",=&74:'"%$,5"
_6/,,"D9`"-,&!^YE
H3,"57$9,"&!%"51],"$6"43,"%$7D-,!4"&/,"2&/2&!4D&!E"H&7L:,%"

in its entirety, one cannot but recognise the significant effort put 
1!4$"1%,!416'1!2"&!%"&%%/,551!2"&::":,+,:5"$6"%&4&"/,:&41$!5E"H3,"
54/&4,2'"15"8,:7$-,%"6$/".,1!2"G"&5"5D22,54,%"G"&"6/&-,8$/L"
43&40"D!%$D.4,%:'0"!,,%5"4$".,"%,+,:$9,%"1!"7$!7/,4,"&741$!5"&!%"
-,&5D/,5E"J4"15"&"+,/'"7$--,!%&.:,"9D.:17&41$!0"&!%"4&7L:,5"%&4&"
1!"145",!41/,4'"G"_1!6$/-&41$!"&.$D4"9,$9:,0"431!25"&!%"5'54,-50"
9,/5$!&:"%&4&0".1$-,4/1750"%,-$2/&931750"5'54,-5"&!%"
1!6/&54/D74D/,0"D5,%"4$"%,57/1.,":$7&41$!0"1!6$/-&41$!"2,!,/&4,%"
.'"5,!5$/50"&%-1!154/&41+,0"$9,/&41$!&:"&!%"4/&!5&741$!&:"%&4&0"&5"
8,::"&5"&!&:'417&:"&!%"54&415417&:"%&4&`E"
@$!51%,/1!2"43,"!&4D/,"&!%"43,"$.\,741+,5"$6"43,"%$7D-,!40"14"

15"&!"D!%,/54&!%&.:,"73$17,E"d$8,+,/0"43,"-155,%"$99$/4D!14'"4$"
4&L,"&"54&!%".'"7:,&/:'"%1541!2D1531!2"43,"4/,&4-,!4"$6"9,/5$!&:"
&!%"$6"!$!A9,/5$!&:"%&4&"15"541::"SD14,"5D/9/151!2O"5D73"&"54&!%"
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:$51!2"&::"3$9,"1!"&"6&1/"%&4&"6D4D/,0":,4K5"5,,"$!,"-&\$/"7/141SD,"
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to see it as a nail in the coffin of acquiring EU adequacy. Since 
43,!0"&!$43,/"!&1:"3&5"7$-,"6/$-"43,"@$D/4"$6"oD5417,"$6"43,"
European Union, which found that UK surveillance measures on 
.D:L"/,4,!41$!"&!%"&77,55"$6"7$--D!17&41$!5"%&4&"&/,"
1!7$-9&41.:,"8143"P;"6D!%&-,!4&:"/12345E"
>!$43,/"9$551.:,"3177D9"-1234".,"43,"1-9:,-,!4&41$!"$6"43,"

UK-US bilateral data-sharing agreement. 
H3,"54/&4,2'"/,6,/5"4$"_5,7D/1!2"&"%&4&"
regime in the UK that is not too 
.D/%,!5$-,"6$/"43,"&+,/&2,"7$-9&!'"hl
43&4i"81::"5D99$/4"+1./&!4"7$-9,4141$!"&!%"
1!!$+&41$!0".D1:%1!2"4/D54"&!%"-&1!4&1!1!2"
3123"%&4&A9/$4,741$!"54&!%&/%5"8143$D4"
7/,&41!2"D!!,7,55&/'".&//1,/5"4$"%&4&"
D5,`E"H3,"54/&4,2'"&:5$"1!4,!%5"4$"_%/1+,"
UK values internationally: now the UK 

has left the EU, we have an opportunity to set the UK apart and 
take an independent, individual approach that extols UK values. 
[…] We want to ensure that UK values of openness, transparency 
&!%"1!!$+&41$!0"&5"8,::"&5"43,"9/$4,741$!"$6"5,7D/14'"&!%",4317&:"
+&:D,50"&/,"&%$94,%"&!%"$.5,/+,%"2:$.&::'E`
H3,"54/&4,2'"5,,-5"4$"5D22,54"43&4"&"/,+151$!"$6"43,"1!4,/!&:"

&!%"1!4,/!&41$!&:"%&4&A/,2D:&41$!"6/&-,8$/L"15"7$-1!20"$!,"43&4"
should be led by different values than those in effect until now. 
J"-1234".,"-1551!2"5$-,431!20".D4"3&+,"7$/,"6D!%&-,!4&:"/12345"
&!%"+&:D,5"73&!2,%"1!"43,"9&54"7$D9:,"$6"',&/5^"d&5"5$-,431!2"
occurred in the UK since the adoption and application of the 
V,!,/&:"[&4&"e/$4,741$!"Q,2D:&41$!"WV[eQY"43&4"7&::5"6$/"5D73"
7/1417&:"/,+151$!15-^">/,"6&1/0"9/&7417&:"&!%"7:,&/"/D:,50"7:,&/"&!%"
4/D548$/43'"%&4&A2$+,/!&!7,"-,73&!15-5"G"43,",4317&:"2/$D!%5"
$6"%&4&"9/$4,741$!0"7$!5D-,/"9/$4,741$!":,215:&41$!"&!%"
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competition law – no longer UK values, as they were when it 
8&5"9&/4"$6"43,"P;^">64,/"&::0"43,"V[eQ"3&5".,,!"43,"
.,!73-&/L"6$/"%,-&!%5"6$/"2/,&4,/"%&4&A9/$4,741$!":,215:&41$!"
across the globe. So, I guess the question is: what are the UK 
+&:D,5"4$"%/1+,"1!4,/!&41$!&::'^"I3$D:%"8,"/,&::'"/,&%"4315"&2&1!54"
43,".&7L2/$D!%"$6"43,"J!4,/!&:"#&/L,4"U1::0"&!"&2/,,-,!4"43&40"
&77$/%1!2"4$"43,"2$+,/!-,!4K5"$8!"&%-1551$!0"./,&73,5"
1!4,/!&41$!&:":&8^"H3,!"J"2D,55"J"/,&::'"%1%"-155"5$-,431!20"&!%"
UK values have changed considerably. 
[&4&A9/$4,741$!":,215:&41$!"53$D:%"!$4".,"4315"7$!4/$+,/51&:E">5"

-.$%/."$#)."0'1)+/."0')!'2"/3%$'4%&%"/56",%14$/A1!A731,6"[&!1,:"
*D!&!"!$4,5"1!"43,"I,94,-.,/"155D,N"_J4"15"7D54$-&/'"4$"7/141715,"
43,".D/%,!"$6"/,2D:&41$!"G"43,"/,%"4&9,"43&4"-&L,5"/,5,&/73"
more difficult to carry out […] With the benefit of hindsight, 
perhaps the past 10-15 years of ‘anything goes’ use of data will 
.,"5,,!"&5"&"3154$/17&:"&!$-&:'0"-D73"1!"43,"5&-,"8&'"43,"
3&/-6D:"9,/1$%5".,6$/,"43,"/,2D:&41$!"$6"&%+,/4151!20"4$.&77$0"$/"
6$$%"5&6,4'E"I$0"43,"83,,:"4D/!5E"T143"140"43,"+&:D,"$6"43,"
/,5,&/73",=9,/415,"!,,%,%"4$"!&+12&4,"4315"8$/:%"81::"
&:5$"1!7/,&5,E">77D54$-,%"4$"&"8$/:%"$6",+,/"2/$81!2"&!&:'417&:"
9$551.1:141,50"/,5,&/73,/5"1!"43,"6D4D/,"-&'"!,,%"4$":,&/!"4$"
-&L,"%$"8143":,55E"J4"15"43$5,"8143"43,"5L1::5"4$"!&+12&4,"4315"
8$/:%"&!%"D!%,/54&!%"43&4"/,5,&/73"8&5"!,+,/"\D54"&.$D4"43,"
%&4&"83$"81::"9/$59,/E`

J4"15"9/,715,:'"8143"43,5,"/,5,&/73,/5"1!"-1!%"43&4"#QI"
15"$!,"$6"43,"-&1!"%/1+,/5".,31!%"43,">%+,/4151!2"
Association’s recommendation that the UK government 
1!4/$%D7,5"&"5,74$/A5L1::5"2/&!4"573,-,E"H3,"&1-"$6"43,"
573,-,"8$D:%".,"4$"1!+,54"1!"1!%1+1%D&:5"&!%".D51!,55,5"-$54"
affected by the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic, allowing 
43,-"4$"&7SD1/,"!,8"5L1::5"G"9&/417D:&/:'"1!"%1214&:"&!%"%&4&"G"
and, thereby, grasp new opportunities to support the UK’s 
,7$!$-17"/,7$+,/'E""
H3,"9/$9$5,%"573,-,"8$D:%"1!7:D%,"5D99$/4"6$/"1!%D54/'"

4/&1!1!2"6$/"!,8"54&/4,/5E"g$/"&!"1!141&:"B(A-$!43"9,/1$%0"14"
8$D:%"&::$8"9/$6,551$!&:"%,+,:$9-,!4"9/$+1%,/5"G",59,71&::'"
9/$6,551$!&:".$%1,5"&!%"4/&%,"&55$71&41$!5"43&4"4'917&::'"5,4"
43,"54&!%&/%5"&!%"%,+,:$9"43,"5L1::5"6$/"43,1/"5,74$/"G"4$"&99:'"
6$/"2/&!45"4$"9/$+1%,"6/,,"5L1::5"4/&1!1!2"&!%f$/"SD&:1617&41$!5"
4$N"9/&74141$!,/5"83$"3&+,".,,!"6D/:$D23,%"&!%f$/"-&%,"
/,%D!%&!4"&5"&"/,5D:4"$6"43,"@$+1%ABC"7/1515O"7$::,2,"&!%"
573$$:":,&+,/5"&1-1!2"4$",!4,/"43,"5,74$/O"&!%".D51!,55,5"
that are unable to invest in staff because of significant 
%,7/,&5,5"1!"/,+,!D,f4/&%1!2"&5"&"/,5D:4"$6"43,"9&!%,-17E"
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96.-'#'7$71.,#&$I62,75OP>

A,(*1$0)(F&#*,$'*3((0*/+$0'<"+F$/&"0$%*
&0*3+&0-&0-*'/$/&'/&#'*/"*/,(*123%&#>*$0)*
1("1%(*$+(*&0#+($'&0-%=*$G$+(*"<*'"F(*"<*
/,(*#,$%%(0-('*&0*F$H&0-*#"F1$+&'"0'*
2'&0-*'/$/&'/&#'I*A,(*F()&$*,$.(*3((0*
-"")*$/*/+=&0-*/"*#"FF20&#$/(*G,$/*/,(*
'/$/&'/&#'*$+(*'$=&0-I*A,(+(*&'*$%G$='*
F"+(*/"*)"*&0*&F1+".&0-*'/$/&'/&#$%*
%&/(+$#=>*32/*G(*,$.(*F$)(*$*-"")*'/$+/I

3 ;+%*$.6/'$(%#$7%*%$D/%)$,#$01,/7,#&$
%$4%,.'.$-6(,'*)>

A,(*1$0)(F&#*,$'*',"G0*,"G*$+($'*"<*
'"#&(/=*<$#(*/"2-,(+*#"0)&/&"0'*/,$0*
"/,(+'I*U0*/,(*VW>*"2+*)$/$*,$'*+(.($%()*
/,(*-+($/(+*+&'H*"<*)($/,*<$#()*3=*3%$#H>*

X'&$0*$0)*F&0"+&/=*(/,0&#*1("1%(>*$0)*
the mediating influence of disadvantage.

A,&'*&'*$*'$%2/$+=*+(F&0)(+*"<*,"G*
official statistics need to reflect the 
(N1(+&(0#('*"<*/,(*G,"%(*1"12%$/&"0I*
A,$/*&'*$*/,(F(*"<*/,(*:8:5*Y0-%$0)*$0)*
K$%('*Z(0'2'>*G,&#,*G&%%*,$.(*P2('/&"0'*
"0*'(N2$%*"+&(0/$/&"0*$0)*-(0)(+*
identity for the first time. We’ve also 
('/$3%&',()*/,(*U0#%2'&.(*[$/$*A$'H<"+#(*
/"*&F1+".(*/,(*VW@'*)$/$*,"%)&0-'I*

[$/$*-&.('*2'*$*G&0)"G*/"*'((*1+"3%(F'*
/,$/*$+(*"/,(+G&'(*&0.&'&3%(I*\=*12',&0-*
<"+*3(//(+*2'(*"<*'/$/&'/&#'*/,$/*#$0*3(*
3+"H(0*)"G0*3=*1+"/(#/()*#,$+$#/(+&'/&#'>*
G(*#$0*1+".&)(*$*'"%&)*(.&)(0#(*3$'(*/"*
,(%1*2'*20)(+'/$0)*G,$/*$#/&"0*&'*0(()()*
/"*#"++(#/*/,('(*1+"3%(F'*G&/,&0*'"#&(/=I*

4 ;,//$*+'$7'<%#7$46.$*,<'/)$
7%*%$(6#*,#1'>$

Z".&)E5]*,$'*&%%2'/+$/()*/,(*)&+(#/*
#"00(#/&"0*3(/G((0*)$/$>*1"%&#=*$0)*
'"#&(/=I*K(*$+(*$##(''&0-*0(G*/=1('*"<*
)$/$*$0)*G"+H&0-*G&/,*-".(+0F(0/*
departments to offer insights like never 
3(<"+(I*A,(*1"/(0/&$%*<"+*0(G*&0'&-,/'*3=*
#"F3&0&0-*%&.(*)$/$'(/'*,(%)*$#+"''*/,(*
123%&#*'(#/"+*$0)*(N1%"+&0-*F"+(*
(N1(+&F(0/$%*'"2+#('*"<*)$/$*&'*,2-(I*

5 K69$,<D6.*%#*$,-$(6//%06.%*,6#>$
U/*&'*H(=I*X'*Z".&)E5]*,$'*#"0/&02()*

/"*/$H(*&/'*/"%%>*G(*,$.(*G"+H()*G&/,*
academia and government to find 
&0<"+F$/&"0*P2&#H%=*$0)*/"*1+".&)(*

(.&)(0#(*/"*'211"+/*)(#&'&"0EF$H(+'I*
X''(F3%()*&0*)$='>*"2+*'/2)=*G&/,*/,(*

[(1$+/F(0/*"<*C($%/,*$0)*M"#&$%*Z$+(>*
/,(*V0&.(+'&/=*"<*;N<"+)>*U^_UX*$0)*/,(*
`$/&"0$%*\&"'$F1%(*Z(0/+(*',"G'*,"G*
1"G(+<2%*#"%%$3"+$/&"0*#$0*3(I

6 V-$*+'$.'/%*,6#-+,D$0'*9''#$-*%*,-*,(-$%#7$7%*%$-(,'#('$%$(6<46.*%0/'$6#'>$
[$/$*'#&(0#(*,$'*-+($/*1"/(0/&$%>*32/*&/*
&'*"0%=*"0(*1$+/*"<*/,(*G$=*&0*G,&#,*
G(*2'(*)$/$I*`"0(*"<*2'*',"2%)*3(*
G"+H&0-*&0*'&%"'I*K(*0(()*/"*G"+H*G&/,*
1"%&#=EF$H(+'*/"*F$H(*'2+(*"2+*)$/$*$0)*
analysis are useful and fit for purpose, 
$0)*/"*,$.(*$*1+"1(+*&F1$#/*"0*1"%&#=I

7 A+'$I62,75OP$(.,-,-$+%-$%(('/'.%*'7$*+'$1-'$64$%7<,#,-*.%*,2'$7%*%E$K69$
9,//$)61$01,/7$6#$*+,->$
\=*T"&0&0-*21*/,(*$)F&0&'/+$/&.(*)$/$*
3(&0-*#+($/()*3=*-".(+0F(0/*$0)*123%&#*
3")&('>*G(*,$.(*$0*(."%.&0-*1&#/2+(*"<*
G,$/*&'*,$11(0&0-*&0*'"#&(/=>*%($)&0-*/"*
F"+(*&0<"+F()*1"%&#=*)(#&'&"0'>*F"+(*
effective public services, and a reduction 
&0*#"%%(#/&"0*#"'/'*$0)*/,(*32+)(0*"0*/,(*
123%&#*/"*1+".&)(*'2+.(=*)$/$I

K(*$+(*%""H&0-*<"+*0(G*'"2+#('*$0)*
G"+H&0-*G&/,*"/,(+*"+-$0&'$/&"0'*/"*
F$H(*/,(*F"'/*"<*/,(*+&#,*)$/$*"2/*/,(+(I*
`(G*<20)&0-*"<*QaIbF*G&%%*,(%1*)(.(%"1*
$*-".(+0F(0/EG&)(*&0&/&$/&.(*/,$/*G&%%>*
for the first time, link and provide access 
/"*(N&'/&0-*123%&#*)$/$*&0*$0*(/,&#$%>*
'(#2+(*$0)*#"0/+"%%()*G$=I
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